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Our world is an extremely complex place.  On occasion we look at growth as a single 

exponential function or a projectile as a single quadratic function, even sound as a single 

trigonometric function.  More often than not though, the situations that exist or that we create in 

this world consist of multiple functions working together.  You never hear a single sound; there 

is always background noise.  What we hear is a cacophony, or perhaps, a harmony of sounds.    

When we combine functions, we can take the sum, difference, product, quotient, or composition 

of two or more functions. 

Let’s leave composition of functions for a little later and focus on the arithmetic. 

 

 

 

   

 

Notice the two different forms of notation we can use for each arithmetic combination.  We can 

perform these arithmetic combinations both graphically and algebraically.  Graphically, we can 

look at the y-coordinates of individual coordinates for both f(x) and g(x) and perform the 

specified combination.  Algebraically, we will combine like terms.  Let’s take a look at some 

examples: 

 

 

 

 

 

Lesson 5.1.   Algebra of Functions and Functions 

Composition 

 

  

Sum: f(x) + g(x) = (f + g)(x) 

Difference:  f(x) – g(x) = (f - g)(x) 

Product:  f(x) * g(x) = (f * g)(x) 

Quotient: 
𝑓(𝑥)

𝑔(𝑥)
= (

𝑓

𝑔
) (𝑥) 

5.1.1 Examples of performing arithmetic operations on functions. 

Find the sum, difference, product, and quotient of each of the 

functions below. 

(a)  𝑓(𝑥)  =  2𝑥 −  6 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑔(𝑥)  =  3 −  𝑥 

(b)  f(x)  =  2x2 − 4x + 1 and g(x)  =  3x + 1 

(c)  𝑓(𝑥)  =  𝑥2  −  7 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑔(𝑥)  =  √5𝑥 − 2 
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5.1.1.a  Solution to (a) 𝐟(𝐱)  =  𝟐𝐱 −  𝟔 𝐚𝐧𝐝 𝐠(𝐱)  =  𝟑 −  𝐱 

Sum: (f + g)(x) = f(x) + g(x) 

   = (2x – 6) + (3 – x) Combine like terms 

   = x - 3  ❖ 

Difference: (f – g)(x) = f(x) – g(x) 

= (2x – 6) – (3 – x) Distribute the negative 

sign 

= 2x – 6 – 3 + x Combine like terms 

= 3x – 9  ❖ 

Product: (f * g)(x) = f(x) * g(x) 

  = (2x – 6)(3 – x)  Distribute everything 

  in the first set of 

  parentheses to  

  everything in the 

  second set of  

  parentheses 

  = 6x – 2x2 – 18 + 6x Combine like terms 

  = 12x – 2x2 – 18  Put in standard form 

  = -2x2 + 12x – 18  ❖ 

Quotient: (
𝑓

𝑔
) (𝑥) = 

𝑓(𝑥)

𝑔(𝑥)
 

  = 
2x−6

3−x
   Determine if you can 

   reduce this fraction by 

   factoring the numerator 

   and denominator. 

  = 
2(𝑥−3)

3−𝑥
    

𝑥−3

3−𝑥
= −1 

  = -2  ❖ 
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5.1.1.b  Solution to (b) 𝐟(𝐱)  =  𝟐𝐱𝟐 − 𝟒𝐱 + 𝟏 𝐚𝐧𝐝 𝐠(𝐱)  =  𝟑𝐱 + 𝟏 

 

Sum: (f + g)(x) = f(x) + g(x) 

   = (2x2–4x+1) + (3x+1) Combine like terms 

   = 2x2 - x + 2  ❖ 

Difference: (f – g)(x) = f(x) – g(x) 

= (2x2–4x+1) - (3x+1) Distribute the negative 

sign 

= 2x2 – 4x + 1 – 3x - 1 Combine like terms 

= 2x2 – 7x  ❖ 

Product: (f * g)(x) = f(x) * g(x) 

  = (2x2-4x+1)(3x+1)  Distribute everything 

  in the first set of 

  parentheses to  

  everything in the 

  second set of  

  parentheses 

  = 6x3+2x2-12x2-4x+3x+1 Combine like terms 

  = 6x3 - 10x2 – x + 1  ❖ 

Quotient: (
𝑓

𝑔
) (𝑥) = 

𝑓(𝑥)

𝑔(𝑥)
 

  = 
2𝑥2−4𝑥+1

3𝑥+1
   Determine if you can 

   reduce this fraction by 

   factoring the numerator 

   and denominator. 

  = 
2𝑥2−4𝑥+1

3𝑥+1
  ❖  We cannot factor any 

further, and there are 

no common factors to 

cancel, so we are 

finished. 

  **Note: we do not want this expression to be  

  undefined, so we say this is our answer, where 

  3x+1 ≠ 0.  If we solve  this, then we get  

  x ≠ -1/3 
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5.1.1.c  Solution to (c) 𝐟(𝐱)  =  𝐱𝟐  −  𝟕 𝐚𝐧𝐝 𝐠(𝐱)  =  √𝟓𝐱 − 𝟐 

 

Sum: (f + g)(x) = f(x) + g(x) 

= (x2 – 7) + (√5𝑥 − 2) Look to see if there 

are any terms that can 

be combined 

   = 𝑥2 − 7 + √5𝑥 − 2  ❖  There are no like terms 

Difference: (f – g)(x) = f(x) – g(x) 

= (x2 – 7) - (√5𝑥 − 2) Distribute the negative 

sign.  Remember that 

the negative sign 

cannot get distributed 

inside the radical! 

= x2 – 7 - √5x − 2  ❖ There are no like terms 

Product: (f * g)(x) = f(x) * g(x) 

  = (x2 − 7)(√5x − 2) Distribute everything 

in the first set of 

parentheses to 

everything in the 

second set of 

parentheses.  Remember 

that the square root of 

5x-2 is an expression, 

and we cannot break it 

apart. 

  = x2√5x − 2  −  7√5x − 2  ❖ There are no like terms 

Quotient: (
𝑓

𝑔
) (𝑥) = 

𝑓(𝑥)

𝑔(𝑥)
 

  = 
x2−7

√5x−2
   Determine if you can 

   reduce this fraction by 

   factoring the numerator 

   and denominator. 

  = 
x2−7

√5x−2
  ❖  We cannot factor any 

further, and there are 

no common factors to 

cancel, so we are 

finished. 

  **Note: we do not want this expression to be  

  undefined, so we say this is our answer, where 

  5x-2 ≠ 0.  If we solve  this, then we get  

  x ≠ 2/5 
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We would also like to know where these functions exist on the axes by exploring domain.  We 

are not strangers to domain, but we have never formalized its meaning.  We know the domain of 

a function is all the x values, but this is a very vague definition.  In more formal language, an x-

value is in the domain of a function its corresponding y value is both real and defined.  This 

means our output must be a real number.  For example, the domain of all linear functions is all 

real numbers.  Let’s take a look: 

y = mx + b 

If this function is linear, m and b are real numbers.  We want to show that if we substitute 

any real number of x, our y will be real. 

y = (Real #) * (Real #) + (Real #) real number * real number = real number 

y = Real # + Real #   real number + real number = real number 

y = Real # 

Notice, we did not specify what m, x, and b are other than to say they are real numbers; yet y was 

still real.  This means that as long as we plug in a real number of x, we will get a real number for 

y, and therefore, the domain of a linear function is all real numbers.  We can use this same 

reasoning for polynomial functions.  We are always either multiplying a real number by another 

real number or adding or subtracting real number.  If we raise a real number to a power, we still 

get a real number.  The domain of any polynomial function is all real numbers. 

Not all functions have a domain of all real numbers.  We already saw this with reciprocal 

functions.  Remember we need the output to be real, meaning we can’t take the square root of a 

negative number.  We also need the output to be defined, meaning we cannot divide by zero.  

Note, there are functions that can be undefined in other ways, and we will get to some of those 

later in this chapter.  If we follow these two rules, then we can find the domain of a large number 

of functions, concentrating on four possibilities: the function has a radical, the function has a 

denominator, the function has a radical in the denominator, or the function has a radical in the 

numerator and it has a denominator.  When we say radical, we will look only at functions with 

radicals with an index of 2 (a square root).  In these cases, we want what is under the radical (the 

radicand) to be greater than or equal to zero and we do not want the denominator to equal zero. 
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For example, suppose we have the function 𝑓(𝑥)  =  √10𝑥 − 3.  This function would not 

produce a real output if 10x-3 were negative.  We can find the domain by setting up an 

inequality: 

 10x - 3 ≥ 0 

 10x ≥ 3 when we add 3 to both sides 

 𝑥 ≥
3

10
  when we divide both sides by 10 

Therefore, the function, f(x) is real and defined as long as 𝑥 ≥
3

10
.  We can say the 

domain of this function is 𝑥 𝜖 [
3

10
, ∞).  Remember the symbol, 𝜖, means “is an element 

of”. 

Note, when we have a radical, we have an inequality that uses ≥ 0. 

Let’s take another instance in which we have no radical, but we have a denominator:  

f(x) =
3x −  9

7x + 14
 

In this case, we know that there are no restrictions on the numerator.  If the numerator 

were to be zero, the whole fraction would just be zero.  We do know, however, that the 

denominator cannot be zero, so we can set up an inequality to determine the restriction on 

the domain. 

 7x + 14 ≠ 0 

 7x ≠ -14  when we subtract 14 from both sides 

 x ≠ -2   when we divide both sides by 7 

The function would give us a real and defined output as long as x does not equal to -2.  

Using interval notation, we can say this domain is 𝑥 𝜖 (−∞, −2) ∪ (−2, ∞).  Notice we 

need to use the union of two sets.  This means x can exist in either set.  The −𝟐) ∪ (−𝟐 

part of the notation is essentially telling us to jump over the x value of -2. 

Note, when we have a denominator, we always have an inequality using ≠ 0. 
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We can look at the third instance in which we have a radical in the denominator: 

 𝑓(𝑥)  =  
2𝑥 − 8

√6𝑥 − 10
 

Once again, there are no restrictions on the numerator.  It is okay if it is positive, 

negative, or zero.  In every case, the output will still be real.  We do see a radical, and we 

do see a denominator.  This means we do have some restrictions.   

From the radical, we know that 6x – 10 ≥ 0.  If it were less than zero, the expression 

would be imaginary.   

From the denominator, we know 6x – 10 ≠ 0.  If the denominator were zero, the 

expression would be undefined. 

We have two inequalities: 6x – 10 ≥ 0 and 6x – 10 ≠ 0 

These inequalities involve the same expression.  The first one says the expression must 

be greater than or equal to zero, but the second one says, no, it actually can’t be zero.  We 

can combine these statements to get one inequality. 

 6x – 10 > 0  

 6x > 10 when we add 10 to both sides 

 x > 
10

6
  when we divide both sides by 6 

 x > 
5

3
  remember to reduce your fraction! 

This function gives us a real and defined output as long as x > 
5

3
.  In interval notation, the 

domain is 𝑥 𝜖 (
5

3
, ∞). 

 Note, when we have a radical in the denominator our inequality is always using > 0. 

We have one last instance.  We could have a radical in the numerator and a denominator. 

 𝑓(𝑥)  =  
√2𝑥−8

3𝑥+9
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This case is similar to the last.  We have a radical, and the radicand must be greater than 

or equal to zero to keep the output real. 

 2x – 8 ≥ 0 

 2x ≥ 8  when we add 8 to both sides 

 x ≥ 4  when we divide both sides by 2 

This is our first restriction, but we still have a second one because the function also has a 

denominator.  The denominator cannot be zero or the function would be undefined.  

 3x + 9 ≠ 0 

 3x ≠ -9  when we subtract 9 from both sides 

 x ≠ -3  when we divide both sides by 3 

 Now we have two restrictions on the domain: x ≥ 4 and x ≠ -3 

There is one thing left to consider when writing our final answer.  Always ask yourself if 

the restrictions are redundant.  Does one restriction already include the other?  We do not 

want to say the same thing twice.  We would not do this in writing, so we do not do it in 

mathematics. If all our x values must be greater than 4, have we already said that x 

cannot equal -3.  We have, so we don’t repeat it.  Our final answer would only need to 

include x ≥ 4.   

 In interval notation, 𝑥 𝜖 [4, ∞). 

Before we do some examples of domain, let’s talk a little more about redundancy.  It will only 

happen when we have more than one restriction.  Let’s take some examples of restrictions, 

determine if they are redundant, and write the final restriction in interval notation. 
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5.1.2 Examples of checking for redundancy in restrictions. 

Determine if the following restrictions are redundant and put the 

restriction in interval notation. 

(a) x ≥ 2 and x ≠ 3 

(b) x < 7 and x ≠ 8 

(c) x ≤ -1 and x ≠ -4 

(d) x > 10 and x ≠ 2 

5.1.2.a  Solution to (a) x ≥ 2 and x ≠ 3 

We want to see if x ≥ 2 already excludes x ≠ 3.  To do this, we can 

plug 3 into the inequality x ≥ 2.  If the inequality is true, then x ≥ 

2 does not exclude the 3 and we must include it as a separate 

restriction: 

 3 ≥ 2  This inequality is true, so there is no redundancy! 

We have our restriction; let’s put it in interval notation: 

[2, 3)  ∪  (3, ∞)  ❖ 

5.1.2.b  Solution to (b) x < 7 and x ≠ 8 

We want to see if x < 7 already excludes x ≠ 8.  To do this, we can 

plug 8 into the inequality x < 7.  If the inequality is true, then x < 

7 does not exclude the 8 and we must include it as a separate 

restriction: 

8 < 7 This inequality is not true, which means x < 7 

already says that x cannot be 8, so we do not need to 

include this as a separate restriction; it would be 

redundant. 

We have our restriction; let’s put it in interval notation: 

(−∞, 7] ❖ 

5.1.2.c  Solution to (c) x ≤ -1 and x ≠ -4 

We want to see if x ≤ -1 already excludes x ≠ -4.  To do this, we can 

plug -4 into the inequality x ≤ -1.  If the inequality is true, then x 

≤ -1 does not exclude the -4 and we must include it as a separate 

restriction: 

-4 ≤ -1 This inequality is true, so there is no redundancy 

We have our restrictions; let’s put it in interval notation: 

(−∞, −4)  ∪  (−4, −1] ❖ 
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Now we can practice determining the domain of functions. 

 

 

 

 

Let’s take a minute and revisit the combined functions from earlier in the Chapter.  We can 

determine the domain of combined arithmetic functions. 

 

 

 

  

5.1.3.a  Solution to (a) 𝐟(𝐱)  =  
𝟑𝐱−𝟒

𝟕𝐱+𝟐
 

We will ask ourselves two questions: 

- What will make this function undefined?   If the denominator is 0 

- What will make this function imaginary? Nothing (there are no 

radicals) 

Now we can set up our inequality and solve: 

7x + 2 ≠ 0 Subtract 2 from both sides 

7x ≠ -2 Divide both sides by 7 

x ≠ -2/7 

We have our restriction; let’s put it in interval notation: 

(−∞, −
2

7
)  ∪  (−

2

7
, ∞)  ❖ 

5.1.3 Examples of finding domains of functions. 

Find the domain of each function below, and put your answers in 

interval notation. 

(a)  𝑓(𝑥)  =  
3𝑥−4

7𝑥+2
 

(b)  f(x)  =  
−5𝑥−4

√3𝑥+8
 

(c)  𝑓(𝑥)  =  
√12𝑥+8

3𝑥−6
 

5.1.2.d  Solution to (d) x > 10 and x ≠ 2 

We want to see if x > 10 already excludes x ≠ 2.  To do this, we can 

plug 2 into the inequality x > 10.  If the inequality is true, then x > 

10 does not exclude the 2 and we must include it as a separate 

restriction: 

2 > 10 This inequality is not true, which means x < 7 

already says that x cannot be 8, so we do not need to 

include this as a separate restriction; it would be 

redundant. 

We have our restriction; let’s put it in interval notation: 

(10, ∞) ❖ 
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5.1.3.b  Solution to (b) 𝐟(𝐱)  =  
−𝟓𝐱−𝟒

√𝟑𝐱+𝟖
 

We will ask ourselves two questions: 

- What will make this function undefined?   If the denominator is 0 

- What will make this function imaginary? If what is under the 

radical (the radicand) 

is negative 

Now we can set up our inequalities and solve: 

 3x + 8 ≥ 0 and 3x+8 ≠ 0 These two inequalities 

can be combined.  If 3x 

+ 8 must be greater 

than or equal to zero 

but also can’t be equal 

to zero, then we can 

just say, it must be 

greater than zero 

Let’s solve 

 3x + 8 > 0 Subtract 8 from both sides. 

3x > -8 Divide both sides by 3 

x > -8/3  

We have our restriction; let’s put it in interval notation: 

 (−
8

3
, ∞)  ❖ 

 

5.1.3.c  Solution to (c) 𝐟(𝐱)  =  
√𝟏𝟐𝐱+𝟖

𝟑𝐱−𝟔
 

We will ask ourselves two questions: 

- What will make this function undefined?   If the denominator is 0 

- What will make this function imaginary? If the radicand is 

negative. Note, it is 

okay for it to be equal 

to zero because it is 

in the numerator 

Now we can set up our inequalities: 

12x + 8 ≥ 0 and 3x – 6 ≠ 0 

We will solve one at a time: 

12x + 8 ≥ 0 Subtract 8 from both sides 

12x ≥ -8 Divide both sides by 12 

x ≥ -8/12 Reduce the fraction 

x ≥ -2/3 
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The last way to combine two functions is to compose them.  We can think of composition of 

functions in a couple of different ways, both of which have the same meaning.  A composition of 

functions is when function is put inside of another.  More formally, a composition of functions is 

when the output of one function becomes the input of another.  We see this in our daily lives 

on a regular basis.  For example, doing laundry is a composition of functions.  Our two functions 

are the washer and the dryer.  We put dirty clothes in the washer, and clean wet clothes come 

out.  These clean wet clothes, coming from the first function, then go into the dryer, the second 

function.  Our output of the composition is clean dry clothes. 

Dirty clothes    Clean Wet Clothes   Clean Dry Clothes 

The output of the washer becomes the input of the dryer.  There are other examples.  When we 

make bread, we are composing the functions of the mixer and the oven. 

Ingredients     Dough     Bread 

The output of the mixer becomes the input of the dryer.  There are many many more.  Try and 

think of a few yourself! 

  

Washer Dryer 

Mixer Oven 

and 

3x – 6 ≠ 0 Add 6 to both sides 

3x ≠ 6 Divide both sides by 3 

x ≠ 2 

We have two restrictions, so before we write our final answer, we must 

check for redundancy.   

2 ≥ -2/3, so when we say x ≥ -2/3, we do not already exclude the  

2.  This means we must include both restrictions. 

We have our restriction; let’s put it in interval notation: 

[−
2

3
, 2)  ∪  (2, ∞)  ❖ 
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We can do this algebraically.  Before we begin, we will look at notation.  Recall: 

f(x) 

Output   Input 

If we have two functions f(x) and g(x) and the output of g(x) becomes the input of f(x), then we 

are replacing the inputs of f(x) with g(x):  

f(g(x)) 

        Output        Input 

We say this as “ f of g of x” 

We can also use the notation: (f o g)(x).  We say this as “f following g of x” 

f(g(x)) = (fog)(x) 

g(f(x)) = (g o f)(x) 

Please note that f(g(x)) is only rarely equal to g(f(x)). 

Let’s consider the functions f(x) = 2x – 3 and g(x) = 7x + 1.  We will use the different notations 

interchangeably, so you become accustomed to both.  Suppose we want to find f(g(3)).  The 

initial input is 3, and the first function is g(x). 

3 → g(3) = 7(3) + 1 → 22 → f(22) = 2(22) – 3 → 41 

f(g(3)) = (f o g)(3) = 41 

We can change the order of the functions.  Let’s find g(f(3)).  Again, the initial input is 3, but the 

first function is f(x). 

3 → f(3) = 2(3) – 3 → 3 → g(3) = 7(3) + 1 → 22 

g(f(3)) = (g o f)(3) = 22 

Let’s now find f(g(10) = (f o g)(10).  The initial input is 10 and the inside function, the first 

function we will use if g(x), 

10 → g(10) = 7(10) + 1 → 71 → f(71) = 2(71) – 3 → 139 
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f(g(10)) = 139 

If we switch the order and find g(f(10)) = (g o f)(10), then 10 is still the initial input, but this time 

f(x) will be the first function. 

10 → f(10) = 2(10) – 3 → 17 → g(17) = 7(17) + 1 → 120 

g(f(10)) = 120 

If we have to find f(g(x)) or g(f(x)) for a large number of inputs, this method becomes very 

inefficient.  It also does not help us if we want to graph the function.  Instead, we can create a 

new function.  If we consider f(g(x)), we are saying the new input of f(x) is the output of g(x).  

This means, we can replace all of our inputs in f(x) with g(x).  If we use the same two functions 

from above, then we look at f(x) and any time we see an x (the input), we replace it with the 

function g(x). 

f(x) = 2x – 3  g(x) = 7x + 1 

f(g(x)) = 2(7x+1) – 3  Notice, the x in f(x) became g(x) 

f(g(x)) = 14x + 2 – 3 = 14x - 1 

g(f(x)) = 7(2x-3) + 1  Notice, the x in g(x) became f(x) 

g(f(x)) = 14x – 21 + 1 = 14x – 20 

We can now use these two functions to compute the compositions from above. 

f(g(3)) = 14(3) – 1 = 41 

f(g(10)) = 14(10) – 1 = 139 

g(f(3)) = 14(3) – 20 = 22 

g(f(10)) = 14(10) – 20 = 120 

This is a much more efficient process when you are doing multiple calculations! 

Let’s compose different kinds of functions!  Remember every input in the outside function gets 

replaced by the inside function. 

 Given f(x) = x2 – 3x + 1 and g(x) = 4x – 6 
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 f(g(x)) = (4x - 6)2 – 3(4x – 6) + 1 

 g(f(x)) = 4(x2 – 3x + 1) - 6 

 

 Given f(x) = x3 – 2x and g(x) = 4x2 – 7x + 8 

 f(g(x)) = (4x2 – 7x + 8)3 – 2(4x2 – 7x + 8) 

 g(f(x)) = 4(x3 – 2x)2 – 7(x3 – 2x) + 8 

• Common mistake:  When composing functions, we do not multiply functions, we replace 

the input of one function with the output of another! 

o Frumpy does this.  Don’t be like Frumpy. 

f(x) = 2x + 10 and g(x) = 3x – 5 

f(g(x)) = (2x + 10)(3x – 5)  OR 

f(g(x))  = 2x(3x-5) + 10 

o Do this!  

f(x) = 2x + 10 and g(x) = 3x – 5 

f(g(x)) = 2(3x - 5) + 10 You are replacing x in f(x) with the output of 

g(x) = 3x-5 

 

Let’s do some more examples: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.1.4 Examples of composing two functions. 

For each of the functions below, find f(g(x)) and g(f(x)). 

(a)  f(x)  =  7x3 + 2x −  4 and g(x)  =  6x − 9 

(b)  f(x)  =  2x − 9 and g(x)  =  12x + 10 

(c)  𝑓(𝑥)  =  𝑥2 +  6 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑔(𝑥)  =  √3𝑥 − 4 
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5.1.4.a  Solution to (a) 𝐟(𝐱)  =  𝟕𝐱𝟑 + 𝟐𝐱 −  𝟒 𝐚𝐧𝐝 𝐠(𝐱)  =  𝟔𝐱 − 𝟗 

f(g(x)) = (f o g)(x): 

This means we replace every x in f(x) with g(x). 

f(g(x)) = 7(6x-9)3 + 2(6x-9) – 4  ❖ 

If we are asked to simplify, then from here, it is just algebra.  Order 

of operations tells us to do the exponent first: 

(6x – 9)3 = (6x-9)(6x-9)(6x-9) = (36x2 – 108x + 81)(6x+9) 

 = 216x3 + 324x2 – 648x2 – 972x + 486x + 729 

 = 216x3 - 324x2 – 486x + 729 

Then we can multiply by 7 

7(6x – 9)3 = 1512x3 – 2268x2 – 3402x + 5103 

Finally, we can put it all together (don’t forget to distribute the 2 

to the 6x-9!) 

7(6x-9)3 + 2(6x-9) – 4 = 1512x3 – 2268x2 – 3402x + 5103 + 12x – 18 – 4 

  = 1512x3 – 2268x2 – 3414x + 5081  ❖ 

 

g(f(x)) = (g o f)(x) 

This means we replace every x in g(x) with f(x). 

g(f(x)) = 6(7x3 + 2x – 4) – 9  ❖ 

If we are asked to simplify, then we multiply by 6 first and then 

combine like terms. 

g(f(x)) = 42x3 + 12x – 24 – 9 

  = 42x3 + 12x – 33  ❖ 

 

5.1.4.b  Solution to (b) 𝐟(𝐱)  =  𝟐𝐱 − 𝟗 𝐚𝐧𝐝 𝐠(𝐱)  =  𝟏𝟐𝐱 + 𝟏𝟎 

f(g(x)) = (f o g)(x): 

This means we replace every x in f(x) with g(x). 

f(g(x)) = 2(12x+10) - 9  ❖ 

If we are asked to simplify, we just distribute the 2 and combine like 

terms. 

f(g(x)) = 24x + 20 – 9 

 = 24x + 11  ❖ 
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g(f(x)) = (g o f)(x) 

This means we replace every x in g(x) with f(x). 

g(f(x)) = 12(2x - 9) + 10  ❖ 

If we are asked to simplify, then we multiply by 12 first and then 

combine like terms. 

g(f(x)) = 24x – 108 + 10 

  = 24x - 98  ❖ 

 

5.1.4.c  Solution to (c) 𝐟(𝐱)  =  𝐱𝟐 + 𝟔 𝐚𝐧𝐝 𝐠(𝐱)  =  √𝟑𝐱 − 𝟒 

f(g(x)) = (f o g)(x): 

This means we replace every x in f(x) with g(x). 

f(g(x)) = (√𝟑𝒙 − 𝟒)
2

+ 6  ❖ 

If we are asked to simplify, then from here, we square first and then 

add 6: 

(√𝟑𝒙 − 𝟒)
2

+ 6  = 3x – 4 + 6 

  = 3x + 2  ❖ 

 

g(f(x)) = (g o f)(x) 

This means we replace every x in g(x) with f(x). 

g(f(x)) = √3(𝐱𝟐 + 𝟔)  −  4  ❖ 

If we are asked to simplify, then we multiply by 3 first and then 

combine like terms. 

g(f(x)) = √3x2 + 18 − 4 

  = √3x2 + 14  ❖ 
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We are constantly using inverses to undo our actions.  We may turn on a light and then later, turn 

it off.  We may walk out of the room and then walk back into the room.  We get dressed and then 

get undressed.  Sometimes we cannot invert our actions, and sometimes we cannot invert 

functions.   

When we find the inverse of a function, we are finding a function that undoes the first function, 

but this is not a very mathematical explanation.  The inverse of a function is its reflection in the 

line y = x.  If we look at the graphs below, there are two functions.  The red and green functions 

are inverses of each other.  The blue dashed line is the line y=x.  You can see that y = x is acting 

as a mirror.  If we fold the graph along this lone, the red and green graphs will be on top of each 

other. 

  

   

   

Lesson 5.2.   Inverse Functions 
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We can reflect every graph in the line y = x.  It simply requires us to switch the s and y values of 

each coordinate.  For example, if the point (2, 3) is a point on f(x), then the point (3,2) will be on 

the inverse of f(x).  If the point (-2, 8) is on f(x), then the point (8, -2) will be on the inverse of 

f(x).  We will soon look at how to find the equations of the inverses of functions. 

If we reflect a function in the line y = x, it is not always called an inverse.  A function can only 

have an inverse, if the reflection in the line y = x is also a function.  For example, y = x2, does 

not have an inverse.  If we reflect it in the line y = x, the reflection is not a function. 

 

Functions that have inverses are also referred to as one-to-one functions.  In a one-to-one 

function for every input there is only one output AND for every output there is only one input.  

We have many examples of this in the world around us.  Every person has only one social 

security number and every social security number belongs to only one person (assuming you 

have not had your identity stolen, of course!).  Every set of fingerprints belongs to one person 

and every person has only one set of fingerprints.  We have functions that are not one-to-one as 

well.  For example, a student can be in only one MAT 206.5 class at a time, but each MAT 206.5 

class has more than one student.  Think of some examples on your own! 

A graph of a function must pass the vertical line test.  A graph of a one-to-one function must pass 

the vertical and the horizontal line test.  For any given horizontal line (y-value), the line can only 

y = x2 

This is the reflection 

of y = x2 in the line 

y = x, but it is not a 

function (it does not 

pass the vertical line 

test), so it is not 

called an inverse. 
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pass through the graph one time (corresponding x-value).  In the graphs below, we can quickly 

determine whether the function is one-to-one.  Note: we are only discussing functions, so every 

graph will pass the vertical line test. 

   

The first two graphs fail the horizontal line test, which means they are not one-to-one functions 

and they do not have inverses.  The last graph passes the horizontal line test, which means it is a 

one-to-one function and it does have an inverse. 

We know all linear functions, with the exception of horizontal lines, have inverses.  Let’s 

determine how to find the inverse.  Suppose we are given the function f(x) = 2x – 5.  We will 

first replace f(x) with y to make our lives a little easier.  An inverse is a reflection in the line y = 

x; this means that our x becomes our y and our y becomes our x, so the next step would be to 

switch the x and y.  Finally, we solve for y.  Note that the inverse of f(x) is f-1(x) and it is said as 

“f inverse of x”.  The -1 must go between the f and the parentheses.  This does not mean that we 

are raising anything to the negative first power or multiplying by -1! 

 f(x) = 2x – 5  This is our original function 

 y = 2x – 5  Replace f(x) with y. 

 x = 2y – 5  Switch the x and y.  At this point we have the inverse, but we don’t 

like  

functions solved for x 

 x + 5 = 2y  Add 5 to both sides 
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 𝑦 =  
𝑥+5

2
  Divide both sides by 2 

 𝐟−𝟏(𝐱)  =  
𝐱+𝟓

𝟐
  This is the inverse of f(x). 

Let’s do some examples. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

5.2.1 Examples of finding inverses of linear functions. 

Find the inverse of each of the functions below. 

(a)  f(x)  =  2x + 1 

(b)  f(x)  =  3(x −  9) 

(c)  f(x)  =  −x3 –  5 

(d)  f(x)  =  x2  +  8 

5.2.1.a  Solution to (a) 𝐟(𝐱)  =  𝟐𝐱 + 𝟏 

First, we want to change f(x) to y so we can work more easily with the 

function algebraically: 

y = 2x + 1 Switch x and y.  Remember we do 

this because we are reflecting the 

function in the line y = x. 

x = 2y + 1 This is the inverse.  Now we just 

solve for y.  We start by 

subtracting 1 from both sides. 

x – 1 = 2y Divide both sides by 2 

y =
x−1

2
 We can replace y with f-1(x), so we 

make it clear it is the inverse of 

f(x). 

𝑓−1(x) =
x−1

2
  ❖ 

5.2.1.b  Solution to (b) 𝐟(𝐱)  =  𝟑(𝐱 −  𝟗) 

First, we want to change f(x) to y so we can work more easily with the 

function algebraically: 

y = 3(x – 9) We can choose to distribute here, 

but let’s do it without 

distributing.  Switch x and y.  

Remember we do this because we are 

reflecting the function in the line 

y = x. 
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x = 3(y – 9) This is the inverse.  Now we just 

solve for y.  We start by dividing 

both sides by 3. 

x

3
 =  y − 9 Add 9 to both sides 

y =
x

3
+ 9 We can replace y with f-1(x), so we 

make it clear it is the inverse of 

f(x). 

f −1(x) =
x

3
+ 9  ❖ We can also write this as one 

fraction.  If we had distributed 

first, then we would have gotten 

one fraction as our final answer 

f −1(x) =
x+27

3
  ❖ Both answers are acceptable. 

 

5.2.1.c  Solution to (c) 𝐟(𝐱)  =  −𝐱𝟑 –  𝟓 

First, we want to change f(x) to y so we can work more easily with the 

function algebraically: 

y = -x3 - 5 Switch x and y.  Remember we do 

this because we are reflecting the 

function in the line y = x. 

x = -y3 - 5 This is the inverse.  Now we just 

solve for y.  We start by adding 5 

to both sides. 

x + 5 = -y3 Divide both sides by -1 

-x – 5 = y3 Remember to distribute the -1.  Now 

take the cube root of both sides. 

𝑦 =  √−x − 5
3

 We can replace y with f-1(x), so we 

make it clear it is the inverse of 

f(x). 

𝑓−1(x) = √−x − 5
3

  ❖ 
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5.2.1.d  Solution to (d) 𝐟(𝐱)  =  𝐱𝟐  +  𝟖 

This is a trick question!  f(x) = x2 + 8 is a quadratic function.  It is 

not one-to-one, so it does not have an inverse. 

However, all is not lost; we can adjust the domain of the function, so 

it is one-to-one, and then find the inverse of the new function. 

f(x) = x2 + 8 looks as follows: 

Notice that the function starts to turn around at the vertex 

(0,8).  If we restrict the domain to just x > 0, then the new function 

looks as follows: 

  This is one-to-one. 

We can find the inverse of this in the same way we found the inverse of 

each of the other functions: 

First, we want to change f(x) to y so we can work more easily with the 

function algebraically: 

y = x2 + 8 Switch x and y.  Remember we do 

this because we are reflecting the 

function in the line y = x. 

x = y2 + 8 This is the inverse.  Now we just 

solve for y.  We start by 

subtracting 8 from both sides. 
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If we are given two functions, we have two ways of determining if they are inverses.  The first 

way is more obvious.  We find the inverse of one function and show that we get the second 

function.  The second method is to use composition of functions.  Remember that taking the 

inverse of a function means that we are undoing it.  If we multiply x by 2; the inverse would be 

dividing by 2.  Essentially, we are undoing whatever we do to the input.  This means that if we 

compose functions that are inverses, everything that is being done to x in one function gets 

undone by the second function, leaving us with a final answer of x.  In simpler, mathematical 

x - 8 = y2 We can take the square root of both 

sides.  Note that we only take the 

positive square root because we 

want our inverse to be a function 

and we are looking at the positive 

x values of the original function. 

𝑦 =  √x − 8 We can replace y with f-1(x), so we 

make it clear it is the inverse of 

f(x). 

𝑓−1(x) = √x − 8  ❖ 

 

 

This graph shows you both functions together.  Note that the domain of 

the inverse is x ≥ 8 (the range of f(x) and the range of the inverse is 

y ≥ 0 (the domain of the original function).  The domain and range of 

inverse functions switch because the x and y values switch. 

f(x), where x ≥ 0 

f-1(x) 
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terms, f(f-1(x)) = x and f-1(f(x)) = x.  Consider the function we used above: f(x) = 2x – 5.  We 

found f-1(x) to be 
𝑥+5

2
.  If we compose these functions, we should get x. 

𝑓(𝑓−1(𝑥))  =  2 (
𝑥+5

2
) –  5 Be careful to do one step at a time so you show order of 

operations correctly.  You cannot combine the 5s until you 

divide the 2s 

 𝑓(𝑓−1(𝑥))  =  𝑥 + 5 –  5 

 𝑓(𝑓−1(𝑥))  =  𝑥   This verifies that the functions are inverses. 

We can do this the other way around as well. 

 𝑓−1(𝑓(𝑥)) =
(2𝑥−5)+5

2
 

𝑓−1(𝑓(𝑥)) =
2𝑥

2
 

𝑓−1(𝑓(𝑥)) = 𝑥 Once again, this verifies these two functions are 

inverses. 

Let’s do a few examples. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

5.2.2 Examples of verifying inverses using composition of functions. 

Verify that each of the following pairs of functions are inverses by 

using composition of functions. 

(a)  f(x)  =  −
6

5
x − 3 and g(x)  =  

−(5x+15)

6
 

(b)  f(x)  =  
x+7

4
 and g(x)  =  4x −  7 

(c)  f(x)  =  x3 + 8 and g(x)  =  √x − 8
3

 

(d)  f(x)  =  x2  +  8 
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5.2.2.a  Solution to (a) 𝐟(𝐱)  =  −
𝟔

𝟓
𝐱 − 𝟑 𝐚𝐧𝐝 𝐠(𝐱)  =  

−(𝟓𝐱+𝟏𝟓)

𝟔
 

To verify that two functions are inverse, we can either find the 

inverse of one function and show we get the other function, or we can 

compose the two functions (in any order) and show we get x.  We are 

being asked to verify using compositions of functions, so we will use 

the second method. 

f(g(x)) tells us to replace every x in f(x) with g(x): 

𝐟(𝐠(𝐱)) = −
6

5
(

−(5x+15)

6
) − 3  We can simplify by first multiplying 

𝐟(𝐠(𝐱)) = (
6(5x+15)

5∗6
) − 3 Now, we can cancel the 6s because 6/6 = 1  

Also, notice the negative signs went away 

because -1*-1 = 1 

𝐟(𝐠(𝐱)) =
5x+15

5
− 3   We can factor out a 5 from the numerator 

𝐟(𝐠(𝐱)) =
5(x+3)

5
− 3   We can cancel the 5s because 5/5 = 1 

𝐟(𝐠(𝐱)) = 𝑥 + 3 − 3   We can cancel the 3s because 3 – 3 = 0 

𝐟(𝐠(𝐱)) = 𝑥  ❖ The composition results in x, so the two 

functions are inverses! 

 

5.2.2.b  Solution to (b) 𝐟(𝐱)  =  
𝐱+𝟕

𝟒
 𝐚𝐧𝐝 𝐠(𝐱)  =  𝟒𝐱 −  𝟕 

To verify that two functions are inverse, we can either find the 

inverse of one function and show we get the other function, or we can 

compose the two functions (in any order) and show we get x.  We are 

being asked to verify using compositions of functions, so we will use 

the second method. 

f(g(x)) tells us to replace every x in f(x) with g(x): 

𝐟(𝐠(𝐱)) =
(4x − 7) + 7

4
 We can simplify by first combining like 

terms in the numerator 

𝐟(𝐠(𝐱)) =
4x 

4
 Now, we can cancel the 4s because 4/4 = 1   

𝐟(𝐠(𝐱)) = 𝐱  ❖ The composition results in x, so the two 

functions are inverses! 
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5.2.2.c  Solution to (c) 𝐟(𝐱)  =  𝐱𝟑 + 𝟖 𝐚𝐧𝐝 𝐠(𝐱)  =  √𝐱 − 𝟖
𝟑

 

To verify that two functions are inverse, we can either find the 

inverse of one function and show we get the other function, or we can 

compose the two functions (in any order) and show we get x.  We are 

being asked to verify using compositions of functions, so we will use 

the second method. 

f(g(x)) tells us to replace every x in f(x) with g(x): 

𝐟(𝐠(𝐱)) = ( √x − 8
3

)3 + 8  We can simplify by taking care of the 

exponent. 

𝐟(𝐠(𝐱)) = 𝑥 −  8 +  8 Now, we can cancel combine like terms   

𝐟(𝐠(𝐱)) = 𝐱  ❖ The composition results in x, so the two 

functions are inverses! 

Just for fun, let’s compose the other way to show that order does not 

matter. 

g(f(x)) tells us to replace every x in g(x) with f(x): 

g(f(x))  =  4 (
x + 7

4
) –  7 We can simplify by first canceling the 4s 

because 4/4 = 1 

g(f(x)) = x +  7 –  7 We can combine like terms 

g(f(x)) = x  ❖ Notice we get x regardless of the order 

in which we compose the functions! 
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Have you ever wondered, just wondered, about how things grow?  How much time will pass before 

the world has no more room for us?  How long will it take you to save enough money for that car 

or even just a textbook?  Do rumors spread as quickly if we ban the use of the internet?  What 

about those questions that seem to have no place, but the answers pique our curiosity?  How many 

times would you have to fold a piece of paper for it to be taller than the Empire State Building 

(assuming you had the strength of a superhero - The Hulk, maybe)? If you could put a penny on 

the first square of a chessboard, and then for every square after that double the amount of money 

on the previous square, should you choose to take $100,000 or the amount of money on the last 

square?  The answers to all these questions can be found in exponential and logarithmic functions! 

 

We already looked at exponential properties and how to use those properties to simplify 

exponential expressions.  In this section we will delve into exponential functions.  An exponential 

function is f(x) = a * bx, where b is called the base, b > 0, b ≠ 1, x is any real number, and a is the 

y-intercept.  If b = 1, and a = 1, then we have the function f(x) = 1x, but 1 raised to any power is 

just 1, so f(x) = 1x = 1 which is just a horizontal line; It is not exponential; it is linear!  Also, be 

careful not to confuse an exponential function with a quadratic function or any other polynomial 

function.  In an exponential function, the variable is in the exponent.  In a quadratic function, the 

variable is the base.  All of the following functions are exponential:  f(x) = 2x, g(x) = 2x-6, h(x) = 

2-x and k(x) = 22x+1 – 6. 

 

What does it mean to grow exponentially?  How is double different from percent increase? 

Percent change:  A change based on a percent of an original amount 

Exponential Growth:  An increase based on a constant multiplicative rate of change over equal 

increments of time, that is, a percent increase of the original amount over time 

Lesson 5.3.   Exponential Functions 
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Exponential Decay: A decrease based on a constant multiplicative rate of change over equal 

increments of time, that is, a percent increase of the original amount over time 

 

Let’s contrast exponential growth with linear growth.  In linear growth the initial output value 

from the range increases by the same amount over equal increments of the domain.  In 

exponential growth, the initial output value from the range increases by the same percentage 

over equal increments of the domain. 

 

Table 5.3.1 shows linear growth.  Notice that as x increases by 1, f(x) increases by 2 

X 0 1 2 3 4 

f(x) = 2x 0 2 4 6 8 

 

Table 5.3.2 shows exponential growth.  Notice that as x increases by 1, g(x) multiplies by 2 

X 0 1 2 3 4 

g(x) = 2x 1 2 4 8 16 

 

If we look at the graphs of both these functions, we can see that the exponential function grows 

much more quickly. 

   

Linear      Exponential 

f(x) = 2x g(x) = 2x 
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There are a few things to note about exponential functions.  The domain is (-∞, ∞), and the range 

is (0, ∞).  This is a one-to-one function, which means it passes the horizontal line test, and it has 

an inverse.   

We can determine the location of the horizontal asymptote by determining how much the graph 

of y = bx was translated up or down.  Recall that when we translate up, we are affecting our y 

values, which means we are adding or subtracting from the whole function.  For example, if we 

want to translate the function f(x) = 3x2 up by 2 units, it would become f(x) + 2 = 3x2 + 2 .  If we 

have the function f(x) = 2x, we know the horizontal asymptote is at y = 0.  If we have the 

function g(x) = 2x + 8, then the function was translated up by 8 units, so the new horizontal 

asymptote is at y = 8.  If we have the function f(x) = 3x, the horizontal asymptote is at y = 0, but 

if we have the function g(x) = 3x – 9, then the new horizontal asymptote is at y = -9 because the 

function was translated down 9 units. 

Let’s look at some examples: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

5.3.1 Examples of identifying parts of an exponential function. 

For each of the following, find the domain, range, and horizontal 

asymptote. 

(a)  f(x)  =  3𝑥 − 4 

(b)  f(x)  =  8𝑥 + 6 

(c)  f(x)  =  9𝑥 − 2 + 3 

5.3.1.a  Solution to (a) 𝐟(𝐱) = 𝟑𝒙 − 𝟒 

Domain: 

The domain of any exponential function is all real numbers 

𝑥 ∈ (−∞, ∞)  ❖ 

 

Range: 

The range of the parent exponential function is y > 0 

𝑦 ∈ (0, ∞) 

The range will change only if we shift the function up or down.  We can 

see in this function that we have subtracted 4 from all the y-values, 

which means we translated the function down by 4 units.  This means we 

also moved the range down by 4.  Therefore, the range is 𝑦 ∈ (−4, ∞)  ❖ 
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  5.3.1.b  Solution to (b) 𝐟(𝐱) = 𝟖𝒙 + 𝟔 

 

Domain: 

The domain of any exponential function is all real numbers 

𝑥 ∈ (−∞, ∞)  ❖ 

 

Range: 

The range of the parent exponential function is y > 0 

𝑦 ∈ (0, ∞) 

The range will change only if we shift the function up or down.  We can 

see in this function that we have not added to or subtracted from the y 

values (we only shifted this graph to the left 6 units, but not up or 

down).  This means the range did not change 𝑦 ∈ (0, ∞)  ❖ 

 

Horizontal Asymptote: 

We can also find the horizontal asymptote by looking at how we shifted 

the graph up or down.  We know we did not shift this graph up or down, 

so the location of the horizontal asymptote did not change either.  

Therefore, the horizontal asymptote is at y = 0.  ❖ 

5.3.1.c  Solution to (c) 𝐟(𝐱) = 𝟗𝐱 −𝟐 + 𝟑 

 

Domain: 

The domain of any exponential function is all real numbers 

𝑥 ∈ (−∞, ∞)  ❖ 

 

Range: 

The range of the parent exponential function is y > 0 

𝑦 ∈ (0, ∞) 

The range will change only if we shift the function up or down.  We can 

see in this function that we have added 3 to all the y-values, which 

means we translated the function up by 3 units.  This means we also 

moved the range up by 3.  Therefore, the range is 𝑦 ∈ (3, ∞)  ❖ 

 

Horizontal Asymptote: 

We can also find the horizontal asymptote by looking at how we shifted 

the graph up or down.  The horizontal asymptote of the parent 
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We can apply everything we know about exponential functions to our world.  Do you have a 

bank account?  Did you know that for some bank accounts, you can get interest just by putting 

your money in the account?  The bank uses the money you put in your account to make money 

of their own by lending it out to others and charging them an interest rate.  As a result, they 

reward you for letting them use your money, and they give you a bigger reward if you tell them 

you won’t need to use that money for a long period of time.  Let’s look at an example. 

 

Suppose you go into a bank and put $1000 into an account.  The bank tells you there is a 1% 

APR (Annual Percentage Rate), and you will collect your interest once per year.  What does 

this mean?  The bank will look at how much you have in your account after one year and will 

add 1%.  A year later, they will do the same.  Let’s assume that you do not withdraw or deposit 

any additional money into that account.  Now, let’s look at how much money you have after 

certain periods of time: 

 Calculations Amount 

at the end 

of the 

year 

Amount after 0 

years 

$1000 $1000 

Amount after 1 

year 

1000 + 0.01(1000)            1% = 0.01 

*Note: we can factor out 1000 

= 1000(1+0.01) 

= $1010 

 

$1010 

Amount after 

two years 

1010 + 0.01(1010) 

= 1010 (1 + 0.01)    *we can factor out 1010 

= 1000(1+0.01)(1+0.01)    

= 1000(1+0.01)2 

*we know from above that 1010 = 1000(1+0.01) 

= $1020.10 

$1020.10 

 

Amount after 

three years 

1020.10 + 1020.10(.01) 

= 1020.10(1 + 0.01) 

= 1000(1+0.01)(1+0.01)(1+0.01) 

*we know from above that 1020.10 = 1000(1+0.01)(1+0.01) 

= 1000(1+0.01)3 

= $1030.30 

$1030.30 

Amount after 

four years 

1000(1+0.01)4 

= $1040.60 

$1040.60 
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*You should see that we are simply multiplying by (1+.01) 

each year, so last year we multiplied it 3 times, and this year 

we multiplied it 4 times. 

Amount after 

five years 

1000(1+0.01)5 

= $1051.01 

$1051.01 

Amount after ten 

years 

1000(1+0.01)10 

= $1104.62 

$1104.62 

  

There are a few things to notice here: 

 - You made $51.01 in five years just by putting your money in the bank, without making  

any deposits. 

- In our calculations we used 0.01 as opposed to 1.  The APR is 1%, but in our 

calculations, we must convert that to a decimal! 

- We always round to the nearest hundredth because we are working with money in 

dollars and cents. 

In the example above, we are collecting interest once per year.  This means, we are 

compounding annually.  Compounding is the number of times we collect interest per year.  

From here, we can derive our first formula for compounding interest: P = P0(1+r)t, where P0 is 

our original investment (in this case $1000), r is the growth rate (our APR as a decimal), and t is 

the amount of time that passed (number of years). 

 

Many banks choose to give you interest more than once per year.  In other words, they don’t just 

compound annually, they may compound semi-annually (twice per year), quarterly (four times 

per year), monthly, weekly, daily, or some other number of times. 

 

Let’s take the same situation from above, but this time we will see what happens when the bank 

compounds semi-annually.  First, we should note that n is the number of times the bank 

compounds per year.  Your original investment will still be $1000, and the APR is still 1%.  The 

difference is that instead of getting the whole 1% at the end of the year, you will get 0.5% twice.  

The first 0.5% you will get half way through the year, and he second 0.5% you will get at the end 
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of the year.  Note that we found the 0.5% because we divided 1% by 2 since we are collecting 

interest twice. 

 

 Calculations Amount 

at the end 

of the 

year 

Amount after 0 

years 

$1000 $1000 

Amount after 6 

months 
 
1%

2
 = 

0.01

2
 = 0.005 (you divide the percent by 100) 

1000 + 
0.01

2
 (1000) 

*Note: we can factor out 1000 

= 1000(1+
𝟎.𝟎𝟏

𝟐
) 

= $1005 

 

$1005 

Amount after 

one years 
1005 + 

0.01

2
 (1005) 

= 1005 (1 + 
0.01

2
)    *we can factor out 1005 

= 1000(1+
0.01

2
)(1+

0.01

2
)    

= 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎 (𝟏 +
.𝟎𝟏

𝟐
)

𝟐

 

*we know from above that 1005 = 1000(1+
0.01

2
) 

= $1010.03 

$1010.03 

*Note, we 

round to 

the 

nearest 

hundredth 

 

Amount after 1.5 

years 
1010.03 + 

0.01

2
(1010.03) 

= 1010.03(1 + 
0.01

2
) 

= 1000(1+
0.01

2
) (1+

0.01

2
) (1+

0.01

2
) 

*we know from above that 1010.03 = 1000(1+
0.01

2
) (1+

0.01

2
) 

= 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎 (𝟏 +
.𝟎𝟏

𝟐
)

𝟑

 

= $1015.08 

$1015.08 

Amount after 2 

years 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎 (𝟏 +
. 𝟎𝟏

𝟐
)

𝟒
 

= $1020.15 

*You should see that we are simply multiplying by (1+
0.01

2
) 

each time we collect interest, so after two years, we have 

collected interest 4 times, so we multiply by 4.   

We can determine how many times we collected interest by 

taking the number of years and multiplying by the number of 

times we collect interest in each year. 

$1020.15 
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Amount after 3 

years 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎 (𝟏 +
. 𝟎𝟏

𝟐
)

𝟐∗𝟑

= 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎 (𝟏 +
. 𝟎𝟏

𝟐
)

𝟔
 

 

= $1030.38 

$1030.38 

Amount after 10 

years 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎 (𝟏 +
. 𝟎𝟏

𝟐
)

𝟐∗𝟏𝟎

= 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎 (𝟏 +
. 𝟎𝟏

𝟐
)

𝟐𝟎

 

= $1104.90 

$1104.90 

 

If you compare compounding once per year (annually) to compounding semi-annually, you can 

see that compounding semi-annually is better for you in this case.  The greater the APR, the 

greater the difference. 

 Compounding Annually Compounding Semi-Annually 

After 0 years $1000 $1000 

After 1 year $1010 $1010.03 

After 2 years $1020.10 $1020.15 

After 3 years $1030.30 $1030.38 

After 10 years $1104.62 $1104.90 

 

Why is this happening?  You are collecting interest on interest.  When you compound semi-

annually, you still only get 0.5% at the end of the year, but instead of getting 0.5% on $1000, you 

are getting 0.05% on $1000 plus the interest you received after 6 months. 

Why do you think a bank would choose to compound more often?  We are looking at a very 

specific scenario.  You have not made any withdrawals.  If you were to withdraw money in 

March, then in June, you would only get 5% on the decreased amount of money in the account 

regardless of any deposits you make at the end of the year.  This means that sometimes 

compounding more often helps the bank and sometimes it helps you.  Eventually, it balances out, 

and it makes the bank look more generous, so they will compound your money more frequently. 

 

From here, we can derive our second formula for compounding interest: 𝑷 = 𝑷𝟎 (𝟏 +
𝒓

𝒏
)

𝒏𝒕

, 

where P0 is our original investment (in this case $1000), r is the growth rate (our APR as a 
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decimal), n is the number of times we compound per year, and t is the amount of time that passed 

(number of years).  Also note, 
𝑟

𝑛
 is the growth rate each time we compound, and nt is the total 

number of times we compound in n years.  If ten years pass, then the number of times we have 

collected interest is 10n.  You should notice that if we compound annually, then n is 1, and we 

just get the first equation we found P = P0(1+r)t. 

 

We have one more scenario to consider.  What if the bank decides to compound an infinite 

number of terms per year?  In other words, you won’t get interest every day; you will get interest 

continually.  Your n will approach infinity.  Let’s take the second equation we derived and work 

with just the (1 +
1

𝑛
)

𝑛

.  We will see what happens as n gets very large. 

n 
(1 +

1

𝑛
)

𝑛

 
 

1 
(1 +

1

1
)

1

 
2 

10 
(1 +

1

10
)

10

 
2.59374246 

100 
(1 +

1

100
)

100

 
2.704813829 

1000 
(1 +

1

1000
)

1000

 
2.716923932 

10,000 
(1 +

1

10,000
)

10,000

 
2.718145927 

100,000 
(1 +

1

100,000
)

100,000

 
2.718268237 

1,000,000 
(1 +

1

1,000,000
)

1,000,000

 
2.718280469 

1,000,000,000 
(1 +

1

1,000,000,000
)

1,000,000,000

 
2.718281827 
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The value change gets smaller and smaller, and we are approaching a special number.  This 

number is called e.  It is an irrational number, and it is called the natural exponential function.  

e = 2.718281828… 

Now we can derive our final equation.  This is used when we see that we are compounding an 

infinite number of times or compounding continuously:  𝑷 = 𝑷𝟎𝒆𝒓𝒕, where P0 is our original 

investment r is the growth rate (our APR as a decimal), and t is the amount of time that passed 

(number of years).  Remember e has a value, and you can find it on your calculator. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Some things that are essential to remember when calculating 

 Use r not APR 

 Look for how often to compound 

 Look at the reasonableness of your answer 

  

Compounding Interest Formulas 

 

𝑷 = 𝑷𝟎 (𝟏 +
𝒓

𝒏
)

𝒏𝒕
  *use this formula when it tells you how 

often you are compounding per year, and 

remember that n can be equal to 1. 

 

𝑷 = 𝑷𝟎𝒆𝒓𝒕
   *only use this formula if it says we are 

compounding continuously 
 

where  n = number of times we are compounding per year 

P0 = original investment 

r = APR as a decimal: APR/100 

t = time (our input) 
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Let’s do some examples: 

  5.3.2 Examples of applications of exponential functions. 

Solve each of the following. 

(a)  You walk into a bank with $2000.  You put it into an account that 

compounds continuously with an APR of 1.5%.  How much will you have 

after 8 years? 

(b)  You walk into a bank with $10,000.  You put it into an account that 

compounds monthly (12 times per year) with an APR of 2.2%.  How much money 

will you have after 11 years? 

(c)  You walk into a bank with $70000.  You put your money into an 

account that compounds annually with an APR of 0.50%.  How much money 

will you have after 15 years? 

 

(d)  You are researching population growth on a small island in the 

middle of the Pacific Ocean.  The growth rate is 1.34%, and the 

population compounds continuously.  When you start observing the 

population, there are 206 people.  How many people will there be 22 

years later? 

 

(e)  You walk into a bank with $15,000.  The bank tells you they have 

two accounts.  The first account compounds continuously with an APR of 

1.8%.  The second account compounds weekly (52 times per year) with an 

APR of 2.9%.  In which account should you put your money? 

5.3.2.a  Solution to (a) You walk into a bank with $2000.  You put it 

into an account that compounds continuously with an APR of 1.5%.  How 

much will you have after 8 years? 

 

First you need to decide which equation you will use.  Notice the word 

CONTINUOUSLY.  This means you will be using the equation 

 𝑃 = 𝑃0𝑒𝑟𝑡  

Now, let’s determine the known values 

 P0 = 2000, r = APR / 100 = .015, t = 8 

Plug in these values to the equation 

P = 2000*e(.015*8) = $2,254.99  ❖ (round to the nearest 

hundredth because we are using 

dollars and cents) 
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5.3.2.b  Solution to (b) You walk into a bank with $10,000.  You put it 

into an account that compounds monthly (12 times per year) with an APR 

of 2.2%.  How much money will you have after 11 years? 

 

First you need to decide which equation you will use.  Notice there is 

no CONTINUOUSLY.  This means you will be using the equation 

 𝑃 = 𝑃0 (1 +
𝑟

𝑛
)

𝑛𝑡
  

Now, let’s determine the known values 

 P0 = 10000, r = APR / 100 = .022, t = 11, n = 12 

Plug in these values to the equation 

P = 10000 (1 +
.022

12
)

12∗11
 = $12,735.11  ❖ (round to the nearest 

hundredth because we are 

using dollars and cents) 

 

5.3.2.c  Solution to (c) You walk into a bank with $70000.  You put 

your money into an account that compounds annually with an APR of 

0.50%.  How much money will you have after 15 years? 

 

First you need to decide which equation you will use.  Notice there is 

no CONTINUOUSLY.  This means you will be using the equation 

 𝑃 = 𝑃0 (1 +
𝑟

𝑛
)

𝑛𝑡
  

Now, let’s determine the known values 

 P0 = 70000, r = APR / 100 = .005, t = 15, n = 1 

Plug in these values to the equation 

P = 70000 (1 +
.005

1
)

1∗15
= 70000(1 + .005)15 = $75,437.79  ❖ 

(round to the nearest hundredth because we are using dollars and cents) 
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  5.3.2.d  Solution to (d) You are researching population growth on a 

small island in the middle of the Pacific Ocean.  The growth rate is 

1.34%, and the population compounds continuously.  When you start 

observing the population, there are 206 people.  How many people will 

there be 22 years later? 

 

First you need to decide which equation you will use.  The fact that we 

are dealing with population does not change this problem in any way.  

Notice the word CONTINUOUSLY.  This means you will be using the 

equation 

 𝑃 = 𝑃0𝑒𝑟𝑡  

Now, let’s determine the known values 

 P0 = 206, r = percent rate / 100 = .0134, t = 22 

Plug in these values to the equation 

P = 206*e(.0134*22) = 276 people  ❖ (round down to the nearest 

whole number because we cannot 

have a piece of a person) 

 

5.3.2.e  Solution to (e) You walk into a bank with $15,000.  The bank 

tells you they have two accounts.  The first account compounds 

continuously with an APR of 1.8%.  The second account compounds weekly 

(52 times per year) with an APR of 2.9%.  In which account should you 

put your money? 

 

We want to determine how much is in each account after one year, so we 

do a comparison.  In each case, t = 1 and P0 = 15000. 

 

Account 1: 

First you need to decide which equation you will use.  The fact that we 

are dealing with population does not change this problem in any way.  

Notice the word CONTINUOUSLY.  This means you will be using the 

equation 

 𝑃 = 𝑃0𝑒𝑟𝑡  

Now, let’s determine the known values 

 P0 = 15000, r = APR / 100 = .018, t = 1 

Plug in these values to the equation 

P = 15000*e(.018*1) = $15272.44  ❖ (round down to the nearest 

whole number because we cannot 

have a piece of a person) 
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Account 2: 

First you need to decide which equation you will use.  Notice there is 

no CONTINUOUSLY.  This means you will be using the equation 

 𝑃 = 𝑃0 (1 +
𝑟

𝑛
)

𝑛𝑡
  

Now, let’s determine the known values 

 P0 = 15000, r = APR / 100 = .029, t = 1, n = 52 

Plug in these values to the equation 

P = 15000 (1 +
.029

1
)

1∗52
= 15000(1 + .029)52 = $15,441.24  ❖ 

(round to the nearest hundredth because we are using dollars and cents) 

 

Based on the amount in each account, you would put your money into 

ACCOUNT 2 because it yields the most money!  ❖ 
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In the last section we discussed bank accounts and we learned how to find how much money we 

have after a certain period of time. What if we wanted to find how long it would take to collect 

enough money for the rent?  How long would it take to collect enough money to create a 

substantial college fund for our child?  Logarithmic functions allow us to do this.  Logarithmic 

Functions and Exponential Functions are closely related.  A logarithmic function is the inverse 

of an exponential function.  It is how we solve for an exponent. 

 

An exponential function is in the form f(x) = bx.  Earlier in the chapter, we learned how to find 

the inverse of a function.  We can follow the same process to find the logarithmic function.  The 

inverse of f(x) = bx can be found by switching the x and y values 

 y = bx → x = by 

We run into a problem at this point because we don’t know how to solve for y!  This is what a 

logarithm helps us do. We can solve for y by using a logarithm (abbreviated log): y = logbx,  

x > 0, b > 0, and b ≠ 1. 

 

A logarithmic function is: f(x) = logbx We can say this as “log base b of x”. 

Note:  x is called the argument of the logarithm, and b is the base of the logarithm. 

To evaluate logbx, we are asking, to what power do we raise b in order to get x? 

 

A couple of things to note here.  If you remember from prior chapters, we use base 10 very 

frequently for topics such as scientific notation or measurement in the metric system.  

Mathematicians can be lazy.  We use an exponent of 1 often, so when there is no exponent, we 

say it is one.  We use a square root often, so when there is no index for our radical, we say the 

index is 2.  This is similar.  We use base 10 often, so when there is no base, we say the base is 

10.  In other words, log 3 is saying “log base 10 of 3”.  In addition, we also use the natural 

exponential function frequently.  Recall that in the prior section, when we compound 

continuously, the base is e.  Since we say the base is 10 when there is no base, we can’t do the 

Lesson 5.4.   Logarithmic Functions 
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same for base e.  Therefore, we use ln (pronounced lin) to indicate a base of e.  For example, ln 2 

is the same as “log base e of 2”, but we would just say “ln of 2”.  In addition, the argument of our 

logarithms must always be positive.  There is no power to which we can raise a positive number 

and get a negative answer.  Think about the domain of a logarithmic function; it is all positive 

values: 𝑥 ∈ (0, ∞)! 

 

We can convert from exponential form to logarithmic form and back again.  The base of the 

logarithm is the same as the base of the exponential, and the argument of the logarithm is the 

same as the answer to the exponential.  The exponent is the same as the answer to the logarithm.  

This is easy to remember because we know the purpose of converting to logarithmic form is to 

solve for the exponent. 

 

logb10 = 7 is equivalent to b7 = 10   

 

3x = 9 is equivalent to log39 = x 

  

log325 = a is equivalent to 3a = 25   

 

b4 = 21 is equivalent to logb21 = 4 

  

log6x = 13 is equivalent to 613 = x   

 

58 = x is equivalent to log5x = 8 

 

Let’s look at some more examples: 

 

  5.4.1 Examples of converting between exponential and logarithmic 

expressions. 

For each of the following, if it is in logarithmic form, put it in 

exponential form, and if it is in exponential form put it in 

logarithmic form. 

(a)  𝑙𝑛 𝑥 =  3 

(b)  8x−2  =  𝑤 

(c)  log7 𝑟  =  20 

(d)  𝑒2x−4 = 12 

(e)  log2
1

16
 =  −4 
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  5.4.1.a  Solution to (a) 𝐥𝐧 𝐱 =  𝟑 

This is in logarithmic form, so we need to switch it to exponential 

form. 

Recall that: 1)  the purpose of a log is to solve for an exponent 

2)  The base of the logarithm is the same as the base 

of the exponential 

3)  The argument of the log is the same as the answer 

to the exponential 

In this case, the base of the logarithm is e since we are dealing with 

the natural logarithm. 

Exponent = 3 

Base = e 

Answer = x 

Therefore, ln x = 3 is equivalent to e3 = x  ❖ 

5.4.1.b  Solution to (b) 𝟖𝐱−𝟐  =  𝐰 

This is in exponential form, so we need to switch it to logarithmic 

form. 

Recall that: 1)  the purpose of a log is to solve for an exponent 

2)  The base of the exponential is the same as the 

base of the logarithmic 

3)  The answer to the exponential is the same as the 

argument in the logarithmic. 

In this case, 

Argument = w 

Base = 8 

Answer = x - 2 

Therefore, 8x-2 = w is equivalent to log8 𝑤 = x − 2  ❖ 
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5.4.1.c  Solution to (c) 𝐥𝐨𝐠𝟕 𝐫  =  𝟐𝟎 

This is in logarithmic form, so we need to switch it to exponential 

form. 

Recall that: 1)  the purpose of a log is to solve for an exponent 

2)  The base of the logarithm is the same as the base 

of the exponential 

3)  The argument of the log is the same as the answer 

to the exponential 

Exponent = 20 

Base = 7 

Answer = r 

Therefore, log7 𝑟  =  20 is equivalent to 720 = r  ❖ 

5.4.1.d  Solution to (d) 𝒆𝟐𝐱−𝟒 = 𝟏𝟐 

This is in exponential form, so we need to switch it to logarithmic 

form. 

Recall that: 1)  the purpose of a log is to solve for an exponent 

2)  The base of the exponential is the same as the 

base of the logarithmic 

3)  The answer to the exponential is the same as the 

argument in the logarithmic. 

In this case, 

Argument = 12 

Base = e (This means we will be using ln instead of log) 

Answer = 2x - 4 

Therefore, 𝑒2x−4 = 12 is equivalent to 𝑙𝑛 12 = 2x −  4  ❖ 
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In the last section of this chapter, we will look at how to solve much more complicated expressions, 

but we can solve basic equations by simply converting a logarithmic expression into an exponential 

one.  We know that the purpose of a logarithm is to solve for an exponent, but if we know the 

exponent and we know the base, then we can solve for the argument of a logarithm.  And if we 

know the argument and we know the exponent, we can solve for the base. 

 Suppose log𝑥 16  =  4. 

 To solve this, we can put it in exponential form:  x4 = 16 

If we are familiar with our powers of 2, then we know 16 = 24, but, if we didn’t know that, 

we can solve for x by raising each side to the ¼ power. 

 

 (𝑥4)1/4  =  161/4 

 x = 2 

 

 Now suppose log4 𝑥 = 3. 

To solve this, we can, again, put this in exponential form. 

43 = x 

Therefore, x = 64. 

  

5.4.1.e  Solution to (e) 𝐥𝐨𝐠𝟐
𝟏

𝟏𝟔
 =  −𝟒 

This is in logarithmic form, so we need to switch it to exponential 

form. 

Recall that: 1)  the purpose of a log is to solve for an exponent 

2)  The base of the logarithm is the same as the base 

of the exponential 

3)  The argument of the log is the same as the answer 

to the exponential 

Exponent = -4 

Base = 2 

Answer = 
𝟏

𝟏𝟔
 

Therefore, log2
1

16
 =  −4 is equivalent to 2−4 =

𝟏

𝟏𝟔
  ❖ 
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Let’s do some more examples: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

5.4.2 Examples of solving basic logarithmic equations. 

For each of the following, solve for x. 

(a)  log5 𝑥 = 6 

(b)  log𝑥
1

27
= 3 

(c)  log𝑥 125 = 3 

(d)  𝑙𝑛 𝑥 =  3 

5.4.2.a  Solution to (a) 𝐥𝐨𝐠𝟓 𝒙 = 𝟔 

This is in logarithmic form, so we first need to switch it to 

exponential form in order to solve. 

Recall that: 1)  the purpose of a log is to solve for an exponent 

2)  The base of the logarithm is the same as the base 

of the exponential 

3)  The argument of the log is the same as the answer 

to the exponential 

Exponent = 6 

Base = 5 

Answer = 𝒙 

Therefore, log5 𝑥 = 6 is equivalent to 56 = x.   

Now we can just calculate 56: 

 x = 15625  ❖ 

5.4.2.b  Solution to (b) 𝐥𝐨𝐠𝒙
𝟏

𝟐𝟕
= 𝟑 

This is in logarithmic form, so we first need to switch it to 

exponential form in order to solve. 

Recall that: 1)  the purpose of a log is to solve for an exponent 

2)  The base of the logarithm is the same as the base 

of the exponential 

3)  The argument of the log is the same as the answer 

to the exponential 
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Exponent = 3 

Base = x 

Answer = 
𝟏

𝟐𝟕
 

Therefore, 𝐥𝐨𝐠𝒙
𝟏

𝟐𝟕
= 𝟑 is equivalent to 𝑥3 =

1

27
.   

Now we can raise both sides to the 1/3 power to get x by itself: 

(𝑥3)1/3 = (
1

27
)

1/3

 

𝑥 =  
1

3
  ❖ 

 

5.4.2.c  Solution to (c) 𝐥𝐨𝐠𝒙 𝟏𝟐𝟓 = 𝟑 

This is in logarithmic form, so we first need to switch it to 

exponential form in order to solve. 

Recall that: 1)  the purpose of a log is to solve for an exponent 

2)  The base of the logarithm is the same as the base 

of the exponential 

3)  The argument of the log is the same as the answer 

to the exponential 

Exponent = 3 

Base = x 

Answer = 125 

Therefore, log𝑥 125 = 3 is equivalent to x3 = 125.   

Now we can raise both sides to the 1/3 power to get x by itself: 

(𝑥3)1/3 = (125)1/3 

𝑥 =  
1

5
  ❖ 
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Before we move on to properties of logarithms or logarithmic equations, let’s take a look at the 

logarithmic function and what it looks like on a graph.  We can compare it to the exponential 

function. 

 Exponential Function 

y=bx 

Logarithmic Function 

y=logbx 

Domain (-∞, ∞) (0, ∞) 

Range (0, ∞) (-∞, ∞) 

Type of Function One-to-One One-to-One 

Asymptotes y = 0 X = 0 

Intercepts y-intercept at (0, 1) x-intercept at (1, 0) 

Notice that because these two functions are inverses, their domains and ranges are opposites.  They 

are reflections of each other in the line y = x so the x and y coordinates switch.  Their asymptotes 

and s and y-intercepts switch for the same reason their domains and ranges switch.  In addition, 

they both must be one-to-one in order for them to be called inverses.   

 

5.4.2.d  Solution to (d) 𝐥𝐧 𝐱 =  𝟑 

This is in logarithmic form, so we first need to switch it to 

exponential form in order to solve. 

Recall that: 1)  the purpose of a log is to solve for an exponent 

2)  The base of the logarithm is the same as the base 

of the exponential 

3)  The argument of the log is the same as the answer 

to the exponential 

Exponent = 3 

Base = e (This is because we are working with ln instead of log) 

Answer = 𝒙 

Therefore, 𝑙𝑛 𝑥 = 6 is equivalent to e3 = x.   

Now we can just calculate e3: 

 x = 20.09  ❖ 
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The location of the horizontal asymptote for an exponential function changes only if the 

exponential function is translated up or down.  The location of the vertical asymptote of a 

logarithmic function will only change if the function is translated left or right.  Recall our 

discussion of transformations.  A translation to the left or right only affects the x values, and a 

translation to the left means we add to the x while a translation to the right means we subtract 

from x. 

 

Let’s look at some examples: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.4.3 Examples of identifying parts of a logarithmic function. 

For each of the following, find the domain, the range, and the vertical 

asymptote. 

(a)  𝑓(𝑥)  =  log5(𝑥 + 2) 

(b)  𝑓(𝑥)  =  log2 𝑥 −  4 

(c)  𝑓(𝑥)  =  𝑙𝑛(𝑥 +  8)  −  5 

(d)  𝑓(𝑥)  =  log3( 𝑥 + 1)  +  6 

5.4.3.a  Solution to (a) 𝐟(𝐱)  =  𝐥𝐨𝐠𝟓(𝐱 + 𝟐) 

Domain: 

The domain of the parent logarithmic function is x > 0 

𝑥 ∈ (0, ∞) 

The domain will change only if we shift the function left or right.  We 

can see in this function that we have added 2 to all the x-values, 

which means we translated the function left by 2 units.  This means we 

also moved the domain left by 2 by 4.  Therefore, the domain is 𝑥 ∈

(−2, ∞)  ❖ 

 

Range: 

The range of any logarithmic function is all real numbers 

𝑦 ∈ (−∞, ∞)  ❖ 
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Vertical Asymptote: 

We can also find the vertical asymptote by looking at how we shifted 

the graph left or right.  The vertical asymptote of the parent 

logarithmic function is at x = 0, but since we moved this function left 

2 units, the vertical asymptote is at x = -2.  ❖ 

 

5.4.3.b  Solution to (b) 𝐟(𝐱)  =  𝐥𝐨𝐠𝟐 𝐱 −  𝟒 

Domain: 

The domain of the parent logarithmic function is x > 0 

𝑥 ∈ (0, ∞) 

The domain will change only if we shift the function left or right.  We 

can see in this function that we have not shifted this graph left or 

right.  We only shifted it down by 4 units.  Notice the -4 is not in 

parentheses so it applies to the whole logarithm, not just the x.  

Therefore, the domain did not change and is still 𝑥 ∈ (0, ∞)  ❖ 

 

Range: 

The range of any logarithmic function is all real numbers 

𝑦 ∈ (−∞, ∞)  ❖ 

 

Vertical Asymptote: 

We can also find the vertical asymptote by looking at how we shifted 

the graph left or right.  The vertical asymptote of the parent 

logarithmic function is at x = 0, and since we did not move left or 

right, the vertical asymptote is still at x = 0.  ❖ 
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5.4.3.c  Solution to (c) 𝐟(𝐱)  =  𝐥𝐧(𝐱 +  𝟖)  −  𝟓 

Domain: 

The domain of the parent logarithmic function is x > 0 

𝑥 ∈ (0, ∞) 

The domain will change only if we shift the function left or right.  We 

can see in this function that we have added 8 to all the x-values, 

which means we translated the function left by 8 units.  This means we 

also moved the domain left by 8.  Therefore, the domain is 𝑥 ∈ (−8, ∞)  ❖ 

 

Range: 

The range of any logarithmic function is all real numbers 

𝑦 ∈ (−∞, ∞)  ❖ 

 

Vertical Asymptote: 

We can also find the vertical asymptote by looking at how we shifted 

the graph left or right.  The vertical asymptote of the parent 

logarithmic function is at x = 0, but since we moved this function left 

8 units, the vertical asymptote is at x = -8.  ❖ 

 

 

 

5.4.3.d  Solution to (d) 𝐟(𝐱)  =  𝐥𝐨𝐠𝟑( 𝐱 − 𝟏)  +  𝟔 

Domain: 

The domain of the parent logarithmic function is x > 0 

𝑥 ∈ (0, ∞) 

The domain will change only if we shift the function left or right.  We 

can see in this function that we have subtracted 1 from all the x-

values, which means we translated the function right by 1 unit.  This 

means we also moved the domain right by 1.  Therefore, the domain is 

𝑥 ∈ (1, ∞)  ❖ 
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Range: 

The range of any logarithmic function is all real numbers 

𝑦 ∈ (−∞, ∞)  ❖ 

 

Vertical Asymptote: 

We can also find the vertical asymptote by looking at how we shifted 

the graph left or right.  The vertical asymptote of the parent 

logarithmic function is at x = 0, but since we moved this function 

right 1 unit, the vertical asymptote is at x = 1.  ❖ 
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You were just introduced to the logarithmic function, but there is a lot more to logarithms.  

Similar to exponents, there are properties we can use to simplify more complicated expressions.  

Fortunately, there are far fewer properties than there are for exponents. 

As a reminder: 

𝑦 =  𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑏 𝑥 

 

We say this as “log base b of x equals y”.  Remember if you do not see a b, that means the base is 

10, and if you see ln x, that means the base is e.  We are asking what power of should b be raised 

to in order to get x.  For example, in the equation 𝑦 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔3 27, y is the power we should raise 3 

to in order to get 27, so y = 4 (34 = 27). 

All logarithmic expressions share the same properties, including when the base is e. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Lesson 5.5.   Properties of Logarithms 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

base 

argument exponent 

Properties of Logarithms 
 
𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑏(𝑀𝑁) = 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑏 𝑀 + 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑏 𝑁 (Product Property) 

 

𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑏 (
𝑀

𝑁
) = 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑏 𝑀 − 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑏 𝑁 (Quotient Property) 

 

𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑏 𝑀𝑘 = 𝑘 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑏 𝑀  (Power Property) 
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We can prove each of these properties. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We can take complex logarithmic expressions and expand them or condense them using these 

properties. 

Let’s start with expansion.  We know a logarithmic expression is expanded completely when 

three things are true: 1) There is a separate log for each part of the argument.  2)  There are no 

exponents.  3)  There are no parentheses.  There are two ways to go about expanding logarithmic 

expressions depending on which properties you are more comfortable using.  You can simplify 

the argument first and then expand, or you can expand the argument and then combine like terms 

if you are more comfortable with the logarithmic properties.   

Proof of Product Property 

log𝑏(𝑀𝑁) = log𝑏 𝑀+ log𝑏 𝑁: 

1. Set log𝑏 𝑀 and log𝑏 𝑁 to any variable 

Let log𝑏 𝑀 = x and log𝑏 𝑁 = y    

2. Change logarithmic function to 

exponential form 

M = bx and N = by    

3.  Find the product of MN using 

exponential rules  

MN = bx * by = bx+y  

4. Change exponential function to 

logarithmic form 

log𝑏(𝑀𝑁) = x + y 

5. Substitute x and y 

log𝑏(𝑀𝑁) = log𝑏 𝑀+ log𝑏 𝑁 

Proof of Quotient Property 

log𝑏 (
𝑀

𝑁
) = log𝑏 𝑀 − log𝑏 𝑁: 

1. Set log𝑏 𝑀 and log𝑏 𝑁 to any variable 

Let log𝑏 𝑀 = x and log𝑏 𝑁 = y    

2. Change logarithmic function to exponential form 

M = bx and N = by    

3.  Find the quotient of 
𝑀

𝑁
 using exponential rules  

𝑀

𝑁
=

𝑏𝑥

𝑏𝑦= bx-y  

4. Change exponential function to logarithmic form 

log𝑏 (
𝑀

𝑁
) = x - y 

5. Substitute x and y 

log𝑏 (
𝑀

𝑁
) = log𝑏 𝑀 − log𝑏 𝑁 

 

Proof of Power Property 

log𝑏 𝑀𝑘 = k* log𝑏 𝑀: 

1. Let’s use the property of exponents first which says Mk = M*M*M*…*M 

 

log𝑏 𝑀𝑘 = log𝑏(𝑀 ∗ 𝑀 ∗ 𝑀 ∗. . .∗ 𝑀)      k times  

                                    
                                          k times 

2. Now we can use the product rule from above. 

log𝑏 𝑀𝑘 = log𝑏 𝑀 + log𝑏 𝑀 + log𝑏 𝑀 + ⋯ +  log𝑏 𝑀 

                   
k times 

3.  Multiplication tells us that if we have k occurrences of an expression, we can multiply that expression 

by k; therefore 

log𝑏 𝑀𝑘 = k* log𝑏 𝑀 

*Note: this is not the only to prove this property 
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Before we do some examples, let’s just explore some simple expansions.  The best approach to 

expanding is as follows: 

 Step 1:  Expand using the Product and Quotient Rules 

 Step 2:  Bring the exponents out to the front as coefficients using the Power Rule 

 Step 3:  Combine like terms (logarithms with the same base and the same argument) 

Suppose we want to expand log2 (
𝑀

𝑆𝑇
): 

log2 (
𝑀

𝑆𝑇
) = log2 𝑀  − log2(𝑆𝑇)  We are using the quotient rule 

 = log2 𝑀  − (log2 𝑆 + log2 𝑇)  We are use the product rule 

 = log2 𝑀  − log2 𝑆  −  log2 𝑇  We distribute the negative sign 

*Notice what is happening here.  If the piece of the argument is in the numerator, the log, once we 

expand is positive, but if the piece of the argument is in the denominator, then the log is negative 

once we expand.  This will always be true because of that negative sign we distribute. 

Now suppose we want to expand log6 (
𝑀𝑁3

𝑆𝑇𝑅4): 

log6 (
𝑀𝑁3

𝑆𝑇𝑅4) = log6(𝑀𝑁3)  −  log6(𝑆𝑇𝑅4)    Quotient Rule 

 = log6 𝑀 + log6(𝑁3)  −  (log6 𝑆 + log6 𝑇 + log6(𝑅4)) Product Rule 

 = log6 M + log6(N3)  −  log6 S − log6 T − log6(R4) Distribute the negative 

 = log6 M + 3log6 N −  log6 S − log6 T − 4log6 R  Power Rule 

*Notice the arguments S, T and R all have negative logarithms because they were in the 

denominator.  We can skip to the highlighted step instead of doing the two intermediate steps 

above.  Also, notice that the power of 3 only applied to the N, not to the MN and the power of 4 

only applied to the R, not the STR.  Be careful of the base as well.  The original expression had a 

base of 6, so each term in the final expression has a base of 6. 

Finally, suppose we want to expand the expression ln(3𝑀) 
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ln(3𝑀)  =  𝑙𝑛 3 +  𝑙𝑛 𝑀   Product Rule 

Notice, that we are treating 3 the same way we would treat any other variable.  We separate it 

from the M using the product rule.  Also, notice that we are using ln here, but this does not 

change anything.  Remember ln is just log with base e! 

Let’s look at some examples: 

 

 

 

 

  

5.5.1 Examples of expanding logarithmic expressions. 

For each of the following, expand completely. 

(a)  log6 (
𝑀3𝑁

𝑀𝑁√𝑃
) 

(b)  log3 (
𝑀2𝑅

𝑁3 )
2

 

(c)  log4 √𝑀4𝑁
3

   

(d)  ln ((
𝑁3

𝑀
)

2

∗ 𝑀) 

5.5.1.a  Solution to (a) 𝐥𝐨𝐠𝟔 (
𝑴𝟑𝑵

𝑴𝑵√𝑷
) 

We are going to expand this in two ways.  In the first method, we will 

simplify the exponential expression in the argument first and then 

expand.  In the second method, we will expand and then combine like 

terms. 

Method 1: 

log6 (
𝑀3𝑁

𝑀𝑁√𝑃
) = log6 (

𝑀2

𝑃1/2)   We simplified the exponential  

expression in parentheses (N 

cancels, one M cancels, and the 

radical becomes a power) 

 

= log6 𝑀2 − log6 𝑃1/2 We separated the logs using the 

product and quotient properties 

(numerators get positive logs, and 

denominators get negative logs 

 

= 2log6 𝑀 −
1

2
log6 𝑃  ❖ We bring the exponents to the front 

as coefficients using the Power 

Property 
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log6 (

𝑀3𝑁

𝑀𝑁√𝑃
) = log

6
M3 + log

6
N −  log

6
M − log

6
N − log

6
P1/2 

We separated the logs using the 

product and quotient properties 

(numerators get positive logs, and 

denominators get negative logs 

 

  = 3log6 M + log6 N −  log6 M − log6 N −
1

2
log6 𝑃 

We bring the exponents to the front 

as coefficients using the Power 

Property 

= 2log6 𝑀 −
1

2
log6 𝑃  ❖ We combine like terms.  If we have 

logs that have the same argument 

and the same base we can add / 

subtract the coefficients to 

combine them.  For example, 

3log6 M − log6 𝑀 = log6 𝑀 because 3 – 1 = 

2  

*Notice that both methods give the same answer.  If you are more 

comfortable with simplifying exponential expressions, you would use the 

first method, and if you are more comfortable with logarithmic 

expansion, you would use the second method. 

5.5.1.b  Solution to (b) log3 (
𝑀2𝑅

𝑁3 )
2

 

We can still expand this in two ways.  In the first method, we will 

simplify the exponential expression in the argument first and then 

expand.  In the second method, we will expand and then combine like 

terms. 

Method 1: 

log3 (
𝑀2𝑅

𝑁3 )
2

 = log3 (
𝑀4𝑅2

𝑁6 )   We simplified the exponential  

expression by distributing the 2 

outside the parentheses. 

 

= log
3

𝑀4 + log
3

𝑅2 − log
3

𝑁6
 We separated the logs using the 

product and quotient properties 

(numerators get positive logs, and 

denominators get negative logs 

 

= 4log3 𝑀 + 2 log3 𝑅 − 6log3 𝑁  ❖  

We bring the exponents to the front 

as coefficients using the Power 

Property 
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Method 2: 

log3 (
𝑀2𝑅

𝑁3 )
2

 = 2log3 (
𝑀2𝑅

𝑁3 )   We brought the exponent of 2 out to 

 the front using the Power Property.  

We can do this because the 2 

applies to the whole expression 

that is in the parentheses. 

 

  = 2(log3 𝑀2 + log3 𝑅 − log3 𝑁3) 

We separated the logs using the 

product and quotient properties 

(numerators get positive logs, and 

denominators get negative logs 

  = 2(2log3 𝑀 + log3 𝑅 − 3log3 𝑁) 

We bring the exponents to the front 

as coefficients using the Power 

Property 

= 4log3 𝑀 + 2 log3 𝑅 − 6log3 𝑁  ❖  

We get rid of the parentheses by 

distributing the 2.  

*Notice that both methods give the same answer.  Remember that a fully 

expanded logarithmic expression has no parentheses. 

5.5.1.c  Solution to (c) log4 √𝑀4𝑁
3

 

We can still expand this in two ways.  In the first method, we will 

simplify the exponential expression in the argument first and then 

expand.  In the second method, we will expand and then combine like 

terms.  Regardless of the method you use, you need to get rid of 

radicals first. 

Method 1: 

log4 √𝑀4𝑁
3

 = log4(𝑀4𝑁)1/3   We changed the radical to an  

     exponent.  

 

 = log4(𝑀4/3𝑁1/3)  We simplified the exponential  

expression by distributing the 1/3 

outside the parentheses. 

 

= log
4

𝑀4/3 + log
4

𝑁1/3
 We separated the logs using the 

product and quotient properties 

(numerators get positive logs, and 

denominators get negative logs 

 

= 
4

3
log4 M +

1

3
log4 N  ❖  

We bring the exponents to the front 

as coefficients using the Power 

Property 
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Method 2: 

 

log4 √𝑀4𝑁
3

 = log4(𝑀4𝑁)1/3   We changed the radical to an  

     exponent.  
 

  = 
1

3
(log4 𝑀4 + log4 𝑁) 

We separated the logs using the 

product and quotient properties 

(numerators get positive logs, and 

denominators get negative logs 

  = 
1

3
(4log4 𝑀 + log4 𝑁) 

We bring the exponents to the front 

as coefficients using the Power 

Property 

= 
4

3
log4 M +

1

3
log4 N  ❖  

We get rid of the parentheses by 

distributing the 1/3.  

*Notice that both methods give the same answer.  Remember that a fully 

expanded logarithmic expression has no parentheses. 

 

5.5.1.d  Solution to (d) 𝐥𝐧 ((
𝑵𝟑

𝑴
)

𝟐

∗ 𝑴) 

We are going to expand this in two ways.  In the first method, we will 

simplify the exponential expression in the argument first and then 

expand.  In the second method, we will expand and then combine like 

terms. 

Method 1: 

ln ((
𝑁3

𝑀
)

2

∗ 𝑀) = ln ((
𝑁6

𝑀2) ∗ 𝑀)   We started simplifying the  

exponential expression by 

distributing the 2. 

 

 = ln (
𝑁6𝑀

𝑀2 ) We just multiplied the M so we 

could get rid of parentheses. 

 

 = ln (
𝑁6

𝑀
)   One of the M cancels. 

 

= 𝑙𝑛 𝑁6 − 𝑙𝑛 𝑀 We separated the logs using the 

product and quotient properties 

(numerators get positive logs, and 

denominators get negative logs 

 

= 6𝑙𝑛 𝑁 − ln 𝑀  ❖ We bring the exponents to the front 

as coefficients using the Power 

Property 
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When we condense logarithms, we are simply going backwards.  We know we have completely 

condensed when we have only one logarithm for each base.  Remember we cannot combine 

logarithms that have different bases!  The best approach to condensing is as follows: 

 Step 1:  Get rid of parentheses 

Step 2:  Combine like terms (logarithms with the same base and the same argument but 

different coefficients 

Step 3:  Get rid of coefficients by making them exponents, using the Power Rule 

Step 4:  Combine logs with the same base, using the Product and Quotient Rules 

 

Method 2: 

ln ((
𝑁3

𝑀
)

2

∗ 𝑀) = ln (
𝑁3

𝑀
)

2

+ 𝑙𝑛 𝑀  We start separating the logs using  

the product and quotient properties 

(numerators get positive logs, and 

denominators get negative logs.  We 

must do this first because the 

first square only applies to (
𝑁3

𝑀
) 

 

 = 2ln (
𝑁3

𝑀
) + 𝑙𝑛 𝑀 Now we can use the Power Property 

to bring the 2 to the front as a 

coefficient in the first 

logarithmic expression. 

 

 = 2(ln N3 − ln M)  +  ln M We separated the logs in the first 

expression using the product and 

quotient properties (numerators get 

positive logs, and denominators get 

negative logs 

 

= 2(3ln N − ln M)  +  ln M We bring the exponents to the front 

as coefficients using the Power 

Property 

 

= 6ln N − 2ln M +  ln M We distribute the 2 to get rid of 

the parentheses. 

 

= 6𝑙𝑛 𝑁 − ln 𝑀  ❖ We combine like terms 
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Let’s do some examples: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

5.5.2 Examples of condensing logarithmic expressions. 

For each of the following, condense completely. 

(a)  2(3 log5 2 − log5 𝑅) + 4(5 log5 𝑅 − 2 log5 𝑃) 

(b)  5(4 log6 Q − log4 R) − 3(5 log6 R + log4 P) 

(c)  −7(2 log9 S + 3 log9 T + 2 log9 M − 4 log9 T) − (log9 M − 2log9 Q) + 4(−5 log9 Q + 3 log9 S) 

(d)  2(3 log2 𝑅 − 4 log2 𝑄 + 6 log2 𝑅 − 2 log2 𝑃) − 6(log2 𝑇 + 4 log2 𝑁) + 8(3 log2 𝑀 − 9 log2 𝑃) 

5.5.2.a  Solution to (a) 𝟐(𝟑 𝐥𝐨𝐠𝟓 𝟐 − 𝐥𝐨𝐠𝟓 𝑹) + 𝟒(𝟓 𝐥𝐨𝐠𝟓 𝑹 − 𝟐 𝐥𝐨𝐠𝟓 𝑷) 

We want to get rid of parentheses first, so we distribute: 

2(3 log5 2 − log5 𝑅) + 4(5 log5 𝑅 − 2 log5 𝑃) = 6 log5 2 − 2log5 𝑅 + 20 log5 𝑅 − 8 log5 𝑃 

Now we can combine like terms: 

      = 6 log5 2 − 18log5 R −  8 log5 P 

We can now use the Power Property to move the coefficients into 

exponents.  Remember we cannot condense until all the coefficients are 

gone.  

      = log5 26 − log5 R18 − log5 P8 

Now we can condense using the Product and Quotient Properties.  If the 

logarithm is negative, its argument goes in the denominator, and if the 

argument is positive, it goes in the numerator. 

      = log5 (
26

𝑅18𝑃8) 

To be thorough, we can evaluate 26. 

      = log5 (
64

𝑅18𝑃8)  ❖ 
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5.5.2.b  Solution to (b) 𝟓(𝟒 𝐥𝐨𝐠𝟔 𝐐 − 𝐥𝐨𝐠𝟒 𝐑) − 𝟑(𝟓 𝐥𝐨𝐠𝟔 𝐑 + 𝐥𝐨𝐠𝟒 𝐏) 

 

We want to get rid of parentheses first, so we distribute: 

5(4 log6 Q − log4 R) − 3(5 log6 R + log4 P) = 20 log6 Q − 5 log4 R − 15 log6 R − 3log4 P 

Now we can look to see if we combine like terms.  Be careful.  In order 

to combine like terms, the argument must be the same AND the base must 

be the same.  We do not have any like terms here because, although we 

have two logarithms with an argument of R, the bases are different. 

We can now use the Power Property to move the coefficients into 

exponents.  Remember we cannot condense until all the coefficients are 

gone.  

      = log6 Q20 − log4 R5 − log6 R15 − log4 P3 

This next step is not necessary, but it can prevent mistakes.  We are 

going to use the commutative property to rearrange these terms so the 

logarithms with the same base are next to each other. 

      = log6 Q20 −  log6 R15 − log4 R5 − log4 P3 

Now we can condense using the Product and Quotient Properties.  If the 

logarithm is negative, its argument goes in the denominator, and if the 

argument is positive, it goes in the numerator.  Remember that if the 

logarithms have different bases, they cannot be condensing, so we will 

have two logarithms in our final answer. 

      = log6 (
𝑄20

𝑅15) + log4 (
1

𝑅5𝑃3)  ❖ 

Notice that both of the logarithms with base 4 are negative.  If we 

look at the expanded expression above, we can factor out a negative one 

from the last two terms and  rewrite it as log6 Q20 − log6 R15 − (log4 R5 +

log4 P3). 

      = log6 (
𝑄20

𝑅15) − log4(𝑅5𝑃3)  ❖ 

Both answers would be correct! 
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5.5.2.c  Solution to (c) 

 −𝟕(𝟐 𝐥𝐨𝐠𝟗 𝐒 + 𝟑 𝐥𝐨𝐠𝟗 𝐓 + 𝟐 𝐥𝐨𝐠𝟗 𝐌 − 𝟒 𝐥𝐨𝐠𝟗 𝐓) − (𝐥𝐨𝐠𝟗 𝐌 − 𝟐𝐥𝐨𝐠𝟗 𝐐) + 𝟒(−𝟓 𝐥𝐨𝐠𝟗 𝐐 + 𝟑 𝐥𝐨𝐠𝟗 𝐒) 

We want to get rid of parentheses first, so we distribute: 

−7(2 log9 S + 3 log9 T + 2 log9 M − 4 log9 T) − (log9 M − 2log9 Q) + 4(−5 log9 Q + 3 log9 S)  

= −14 log9 S − 21 log9 T + 14 log9 M + 28 log9 T − log9 M + 2log9 Q + −20 log9 Q + 12 log9 S 

Now we can combine like terms: 

= −2 log9 S + 7 log9 T + 13 log9 M − 18 log9 Q 

We can now use the Power Property to move the coefficients into 

exponents.  Remember we cannot condense until all the coefficients are 

gone.  

= −log9 S2 + log9 T7 + log9 M13  −  log9 Q18 

Now we can condense using the Product and Quotient Properties.  If the 

logarithm is negative, its argument goes in the denominator, and if the 

argument is positive, it goes in the numerator.  All logs have the same 

base. 

= log9 (
𝑀13𝑇7

𝑆2𝑄18 )  ❖ 

5.5.2.d  Solution to (d) 

𝟐(𝟑 𝐥𝐨𝐠𝟐 𝑹 − 𝟒 𝐥𝐨𝐠𝟐 𝑸 + 𝟔 𝐥𝐨𝐠𝟐 𝑹 − 𝟐 𝐥𝐨𝐠𝟐 𝑷) − 𝟔(𝐥𝐨𝐠𝟐 𝑻 + 𝟒 𝐥𝐨𝐠𝟐 𝑵) + 𝟖(𝟑 𝐥𝐨𝐠𝟐 𝑴 − 𝟗 𝐥𝐨𝐠𝟐 𝑷) 

We want to get rid of parentheses first, so we distribute: 

2(3 log2 𝑅 − 4 log2 𝑄 + 6 log2 𝑅 − 2 log2 𝑃) − 6(log2 𝑇 + 4 log2 𝑁) + 8(3 log2 𝑀 − 9 log2 𝑃)  

= 6 log2 R − 8 log2 Q + 12 log2 R − 4 log2 P − 6log2 T − 24 log2 N + 24 log2 M − 72 log2 P 

Now we can combine like terms: 

= 18 log2 R − 8 log2 Q − 76 log2 P − 6log2 T − 24 log2 N + 24 log2 M 

We can now use the Power Property to move the coefficients into 

exponents.  Remember we cannot condense until all the coefficients are 

gone.  

= log2 R18 − log2 Q8 −  log2 P76  −  log2 T6 − log2 N24 + log2 M24 
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Now we can condense using the Product and Quotient Properties.  If the 

logarithm is negative, its argument goes in the denominator, and if the 

argument is positive, it goes in the numerator. 

= log9 (
𝑅18𝑀24

𝑄8𝑃76𝑇6𝑁24)  ❖ 
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We know what the functions look like, and we know the properties.  We even know some of the 

applications of exponential functions.  Our next question is how can we solve equations and how 

do they apply to the world around us?  We can return to the problems of how quickly gossip will 

spread through a large school without the assistance of social media or how many times you can 

fold an 8.5”x11” sheet of paper so it is taller than the Empire State Building. 

To begin this investigation, we should think about how to calculate first.  You may have noticed 

that many of your calculations do not allow you to specify a base for a logarithm.  You can only 

find logarithms with base 10 and natural logarithms (base e).  In other words, you can plug in log 

1000 into your calculator or ln 2, but you cannot plug in log6 8.  Let’s solve this problem by 

learning how to change bases: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Suppose we wanted to spread a rumor across the BMCC campus.  We started by telling one 

student and told them to tell two more students and to tell each of those students to tell two more 

students, and so forth. 

S1 

S2    S3 

S4  S5  S6  S7 

Lesson 5.6.   Exponential and Logarithmic Equations 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Changing Bases 
logbx = y 

Convert to exponential form:  by = x 

Take the log of both sides:                 log by = log x 

Move the exponent into a coefficient: y log b = log x 

Divide both sides by log b:  y = 
b

x

log

log
 = logbx 

Note: Since we can take log of both sides using any base, we can use this to 

change to base 10, base e, or base 5, base 8, or any other base 

 

log216 = 
2log

16log
= 

ln 16

ln 2
=

log5 16

log5 2
=

log8 16

log8 16
= ⋯ 
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If we know it takes 3 minutes to tell 2 people; how long will it take to continue spreading the 

rumor until 25000 people know the information? 

Our growth rate is 200%, or r = 2, because we are doubling the number of people who know the 

information each time, but this rate is over three minutes.  If we want the growth rate over one 

minute, then we would use 21/3.  Now we want to find how many people after t minutes, so we 

have the function y = (21/3)t = 2t/3.   

We can solve the equation 25000=2t/3.  While there is more than one way to solve this type of 

equation, which we will discuss soon, we can start by putting this in logarithmic form, since we 

want to solve for the exponent. 

𝑡

3
= log2 25000 We can multiply both sides by 3 

t = 3*log225000   We can’t plug in log225000 in our calculators, so we will convert it to 

base 10 

𝑡 = 3 ∗ (
𝑙𝑜𝑔 25000

𝑙𝑜𝑔 2
) = 43.83 minutes 

Let’s look at another interesting problem: 

How many times do we need to fold an 8.5”x11” piece of paper in order for it to be 

taller than the Empire State Building.  Use the following information to find the 

number of folds.  

 

Empire State Building Info 

• Height of Empire State Building= 1,250 feet 

• 1 ream of paper= 500 sheets 

• 1 ream of paper= 2 inches  

 

First, we can determine the height of a single piece of paper in inches: 

 

2/500 = .004 inches for 1 sheet 

We want to be in the same units for all of our calculations, so we will convert the height of the 

Empire State Building to inches: 
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1250 * 12 = 15000 inches in the Empire State Building 

Now, let’s create our equation.  The growth rate is 2 because each time we fold the paper, we are 

doubling its height.  The y-intercept is .004 inches because we start with a single piece of paper.  

The exponent represents the number of folds, which we will call n.  Finally, we want to know 

how many folds will create a height of 15000 inches, so we set the equation equal to 15000. 

.004*2n = 15000 

Let’s solve: 

 

.004∗2𝑛

.004
=

15000

.004
  Isolate the exponential function 

2𝑛 = 375000 

𝑛 = log2 375000  Put the equation in logarithmic form so we solve for the 

exponent 

n = 
𝑙𝑜𝑔 375000

𝑙𝑜𝑔2
  Convert to base 10 

n = 21.83 

We would have to fold the piece of paper 22 times for it to be taller than the Empire State 

Building 

*Note: for it to be only half of the height of the Empire State Building, we would need 21 

folds.  Remember that each time we fold the paper the height doubles, so each time we 

unfold it, the height will be cut in half.  

 

 

Let’s take a look at all the different types of logarithmic equations and how to solve them. 

The first type of equation we will encounter is one in which there is a constant on one side and 

an exponential function on the other.  We can solve these in two ways.  One method is to convert 

them to logarithmic form, and then convert to base 10.  The second method is to take the log of 

both sides, use the Power Property to bring the exponent out to the front, and then solve for the 

exponent. 

Suppose, 2𝑥 = 8  Using the first method, we can put this in logarithmic form:   
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𝑥 = log2 8  Most calculators will not allow us to plug this in because our  

calculators use base 10 or base e. 

We can use the change of base formula. 

 

𝑥 = log2 8 =
log 8

log 2
 

x = 3 

 

We could have instead taken the log or ln of both sides.  We could take the log of any base of 

both sides, but we choose to take log base 10 or log base e of both sides because all calculators 

use these bases. 

𝑙𝑜𝑔 2𝑥 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔 8  We can bring the exponent out to the front 

𝑥 𝑙𝑜𝑔 2 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔 8 Then, we can divide both sides by log 2 

𝑥 =  
log 8

log 2
 =  3 

Notice, that we get the same answer.  This method is essentially using the change of base 

formula. 

There is one more way we could have solved this equation, but this third method does not always 

work.  The constant and the base on both sides can be expressed as the same base.   

8 = 23   If we substitute 23 for 8, then we get, 

2x = 23 The bases are the same on both sides, so the exponents must be the 

same. 

x = 3 

Let’s look at another similar problem. 

Suppose  6𝑡 = 98   We can put this in logarithmic form:   

𝑡 = log6 98 Most calculators will not allow us to plug this in because our 

calculators use base 10 or base e. 

We can use the change of base formula. 

𝑡 = log6 98 =
log 98

log 6
 

t = 2.56 
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Once again, it would be correct to use the second method and take the log of both sides.  This is 

not a case where we can use the third method in which we express both sides with the same base.  

That is because 6 and 98 cannot be expressed as the same base. 

 

Another one:  Suppose 17 ∗ 3𝑦 = 7 

This requires one extra step.  We must isolate our exponential function first.  We have seen this 

before when solving equations.  Remember when we solved absolute value equations.  We 

isolated our absolute value function first. 

Isolate your exponential first by dividing both sides by 17 

3𝑦 = .412  We can put this in logarithmic form. 

𝑦 = log3 0.412 Most calculators will not allow us to plug this in because our 

calculators use base 10 or base e. 

We can use the change of base formula. 

𝑦 = log3 0.412 =
log 0.412

log 3
  

y = -0.808 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Let’s do some more examples: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

How to Solve 
with an exponential function on one side and a number on the other 

 

- Isolate your exponential function 

- Convert from exponential form to logarithmic form 

- Change to base 10 (or base e) 

- Plug into your calculator 

 

5.6.1 Examples of solving equations with an exponential function on one 

side and a constant on the other. 

For each of the following, solve for the variable. 

(a)  6𝑡 = 328 

(b)  4 ∗ 2𝑟 = 250 

(c)  7 ∗ 8𝑥 = 504 
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  5.6.1.a  Solution to (a) 𝟔𝒕 = 𝟑𝟐𝟖 

We can convert this to logarithmic form, then change the base to 10 or 

base e so we can plug into our calculator: 

6𝑡 = 328  Put in logarithmic form 

   Base = 6, answer = t, argument = 328 

𝑡 = log6 328 We need to change the base.  We will change to 

base 10: log𝑏 𝑎 =
𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑎

𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑏
 

𝑡 =
𝑙𝑜𝑔 328

𝑙𝑜𝑔 6
 

 𝑡 =  3.23  ❖ 

5.6.1.b  Solution to (b) 𝟒 ∗ 𝟐𝒓 = 𝟐𝟓𝟎 

Our first step is always to isolate the exponential function, then we 

can convert this to logarithmic form, then change the base to 10 or 

base e so we can plug into our calculator: 

 4 ∗ 2𝑟 = 250  Divide both sides by 4 

2𝑟 = 62.5  Put in logarithmic form 

   Base = 2, answer = r, argument = 62.5 

𝑟 = log2 62.5 We need to change the base.  We will change to 

base 10: log𝑏 𝑎 =
𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑎

𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑏
 

𝑟 =
𝑙𝑜𝑔 62.5

𝑙𝑜𝑔 2
 

 𝑟 =  5.97  ❖ 

5.6.1.c  Solution to (c) 𝟕 ∗ 𝟖𝒙 = 𝟓𝟎𝟒 

Our first step is always to isolate the exponential function, then we 

can convert this to logarithmic form, then change the base to 10 or 

base e so we can plug into our calculator: 

 7 ∗ 8𝑥 = 504  Divide both sides by 7 

8𝑥 = 72   Put in logarithmic form 

   Base = 8, answer = x, argument = 72 

𝑥 = log8 72 We need to change the base.  We will change to 

base 10: log𝑏 𝑎 =
𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑎

𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑏
 

𝑥 =
𝑙𝑜𝑔 72

𝑙𝑜𝑔 8
 

 𝑥 =  2.06  ❖ 
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Let’s add a little bit to the previous problems.  Instead of having an exponential function on one 

side and a constant on the other, let’s look at equations that have an exponential function on both 

sides. 

Consider the equation,  3x-2=32x+3  

We have two ways to solve an equation like this.  The first is to express both sides with the same 

base.  This, however, is not always possible.  The second method is to take the log or ln of both 

sides.  This will always regardless of the exponential functions. 

 

Method 1:   

3x-2 = 32x+3  The bases on each side are already the same.  We know that if the 

bases are the same, then the exponents are the same, so we can set 

the exponents equal to each other.   

x – 2 = 2x + 3  Solve for x first by subtracting 3 from both sides  

x  - 5 = 2x  Then by subtracting x from both sides 

 x = -5    

Method 2: 

 3x-2 = 32x+3  Take the log of both sides 

log 3x-2 = log 32x+3 Use the Power Property to move both the exponents out to the 

front.  Make sure they are put in parentheses!! 

(x-2)log 3 = (2x + 3)log 3 

Divide both sides by log 3, and you will see they cancel out which 

leaves you with what you have in the first method above. 

x – 2 = 2x + 3  Solve by subtracting both 3 and x from both sides. 

x = -5 

 

The first method is more efficient, but either method is valid. 

 

Let’s look at another one, but this time, the bases are different. 

Suppose  23x = 82x+1 .    

Method 1: 
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23x = 82x+1 Change the bases so they are the same.  2 and 8 have a common 

base because 8 can be written as 23, so we will rewrite 8 

23x = (23)2x+1   Simplify by distributing the exponent 

23x = 26x+3  Set the exponents equal to each other.  If the bases are the same, 

then the exponents must be the same. 

3x = 6x + 3  Solve for x by subtracting 6x from both sides  

-3x = 3   Divide both sides by -3 

x = -1 

 

Method 2: 

23x = 82x+1  Take the log of both sides 

log 23x = log 82x+1 Use the Power Property to move both the exponents out to the 

front.  Make sure they are put in parentheses!! 

(3x)log 2 = (2x + 1)log 8 

Divide both sides by log 2 or divide both sides by log 8.  We will 

divide both sides by log 2. 

3x = 3(2x + 1)  Distribute the 3 

3x = 6x + 3 Solve for x by subtracting 6x from both sides and dividing both 

sides by -3 

x = -1 

Note that Method 1 is still more efficient, but it is not always easy to recognize when both sides 

can be expressed as the same base.  In addition, you need to be very careful if the bases on each 

side are 6 and 12 respectively, these cannot be expressed as the same base.  You need to be able 

to write the base on each side as a power of the same number.  9 and 27 can both be expressed 

with a base of 3: 9 = 32 and 27 = 33.  16 and 32 can both be expressed with a base of 2: 16 = 24 

and 32 = 25.  By contrast, 6 and 12 have no base in common, 12 is simply a multiple of 6. 

 

Suppose e2x-3 = 53x – 4 

In this case, we cannot use Method 1 because the bases, e and 5, cannot be expressed as the same 

base. 
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e2x-3 = 53x – 4 Take the ln of both sides (Note: you can always take the log of both 

sides or the ln of both sides, it doesn’t matter.  We can plug ln into 

our calculator too.  We are choosing ln in this case because one of 

the bases is e and ln e = 1) 

ln e2x-3 = ln 53x – 4 Use the Power Property to move both the exponents out to the 

front.  Make sure they are put in parentheses!! 

(2x – 3) ln e = (3x – 4)ln 5 

ln e is equal to 1, and we can find ln 5 in the calculator 

2x-3 = 1.61(3x-4) Distribute 1.61 

2x – 3 = 4.83x – 6.44  

Solve for x by adding 6.44 to both sides and subtracting 2x from 

both sides 

3.44 = 2.83x  Divide both sides by 2.83 

x = 1.22 

A quick note.  It is possible for our x to be negative.  A number can always be raised to a 

negative power.  Recall, 𝑥−𝑎 =
1

𝑥𝑎 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  

How to Solve  
with an exponent on both sides of the equation 

 

If you can express both bases as the same base: 

- Rewrite each base so it is the same base raised to a 

power 

- Distribute the powers to the original exponents 

- Set the new exponents equal to each other 

- Solve for x 
 

If you can’t or don’t want to express both sides with the same 

base: 

- Take the log of both sides 

- Move the exponents to the front and make them 

coefficients (don’t forget to put them in parentheses!) 

- Divide both sides by one of the logs and get a decimal 

value 

- Distribute 

- Solve for x 
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Let’s do some more examples: 

  
5.6.2 Examples of solving equations with an exponential function on 

both sides of the equation. 

For each of the following, solve for x. 

(a)  53x+1 = 25x+5 

(b)  94x+2 = 273x-10 

(c)  42x – 1 = 64x - 3 

5.6.2.a  Solution to (a) 53x+1 = 25x+5 

We can either express each side with the same base or we can take the 

log of both sides.  We will do both these methods. 

Method 1: 

53x+1 = 25x+5  5 and 25 can both be expressed as a 

 base of 5: 5 = 51 and 25 = 52 

53x+1 = (52)x+5  We can distribute the 2 on the 

 right to get rid of parentheses 

53x+1 = 52x+10 The bases are equal, so the 

exponents must also be equal 

3𝑥 + 1 =  2𝑥 +  10   We can subtract 2x from both sides 

𝑥 +  1 =  10   We can subtract 1 from both sides 

𝑥 = 9  ❖ 

Method 2: 

53x+1 = 25x+5    We can take the log of both sides 

log 53x+1 = log 25x+5 We can use the Power Property to 

move the exponents into 

coefficients.  Remember all 

coefficients must go in 

parentheses! 

(3x + 1)log 5 = (x + 5)log 25 We can divide both sides by log 5.  

Note, it would be fine to divide 

both sides by log 25 instead.  
𝑙𝑜𝑔 25

𝑙𝑜𝑔 5
= 2 

3𝑥 +  1 =  2(𝑥 +  5) We can distribute the 2 

3𝑥 + 1 =  2𝑥 +  10   We can subtract 2x from both sides 

𝑥 +  1 =  10   We can subtract 1 from both sides 

𝑥 = 9  ❖ 
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5.6.2.b  Solution to (b) 94x+2 = 273x-10 

We can either express each side with the same base or we can take the 

log of both sides.  We will do both these methods. 

Method 1: 

94x+2 = 273x-10  9 and 27 can both be expressed as a 

 base of 3: 3 = 32 and 27 = 33 

(32)4x+2 = (33)3x-10 We can distribute the 2 on the left 

and the 3 on the right to get rid 

of parentheses 

38x+4 = 39x-30 The bases are equal, so the 

exponents must also be equal 

8x + 4 =  9x −  30   We can subtract 8x from both sides 

4 =  x −  30   We can add 30 to both sides 

𝑥 = 34  ❖ 

Method 2: 

94x+2 = 273x-10    We can take the log of both sides 

log 94x+2 = log 273x-10 We can use the Power Property to 

move the exponents into 

coefficients.  Remember all 

coefficients must go in 

parentheses! 

(4𝑥 + 2)𝑙𝑜𝑔 9 =  (3x − 10)𝑙𝑜𝑔 27 We can divide both sides by log 9.  

Note, it would be fine to divide 

both sides by log 27 instead.  
𝑙𝑜𝑔 27

𝑙𝑜𝑔 9 
= 1.5 

4𝑥 +  2 =  1.5(3x − 10) We can distribute the 1.5 

4𝑥 + 2 =  4.5x −  15 We can subtract 4x from both sides 

2 =  0.5x −  15   We can add 15 to both sides 

17 = 0.5𝑥    We can divide both sides by 0.5 

𝑥 =  34  ❖ 
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For the next set of equations, we will introduce a new property of logarithms: the Equality Property. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Remember, that we cannot have a log with a negative argument or an argument of zero.  The 

domain of a logarithmic function is x > 0.  This means we will have to make sure our solutions to 

the next set of equations only result in positive arguments.  If the argument does result in a 

negative number, then the solution would be considered extraneous. 

 

 

Property of Logarithms 
 

logbM = logbN if and only if M = N (Equality Property) 

5.6.2.c  Solution to (c) 42x – 1 = 64x - 3 

We cannot express each side with the same base, so we must take the log 

of both sides.  Notice Method 1 does not always work, but you can 

always use Method 2. 

Method 2: 

42x – 1 = 64x - 3  As a change, let’s take the ln of 

 both sides since we can use either 

 ln or log 

ln 42x – 1 = ln 64x - 3 We can use the Power Property to 

move the exponents into 

coefficients.  Remember all 

coefficients must go in 

parentheses! 

(2x − 1)𝑙𝑛 4 =  (4x − 3)𝑙𝑛 6 We can divide both sides by ln 4.  

Note, it would be fine to divide 

both sides by ln 6 instead.     
𝑙𝑛 6

𝑙𝑛 4
 =  1.29 

2x −  1 =  1.29(4x − 3) We can distribute the 1.29 

2x − 1 =  5.16x −  3.87 We can subtract 2x from both sides 

−1 =  3.16x −  3.87   We can add 3.87 to both sides 

2.87 = 3.16𝑥    We can divide both sides by 3.16 

𝑥 =  0.91  ❖ 
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Suppose log2(3x + 4) = log2(8x - 2)  Ignore the logs using the Equality Property 

3x+4 = 8x-2    Solve for x by adding 2 to both sides 

3x + 6 = 8x    Subtract 3x from both sides  

2 = 5x      Divide both sides by 5 

 x = 2/5   

Plug x = 2/5 into the original arguments to make sure you are not taking the log of a negative 

number  

 x = 2/5 is valid because ((3*2/5) + 4) is positive 

 

In the next problem, notice the use of ln.  This does not change the way we solve the equation. 

Suppose  ln (4x - 20) = ln (6x – 24)  Ignore the logs using the Equality Property 

4x - 20 = 6x - 24    Solve for x by adding 24 to both sides  

4x + 4 = 6x     Subtract 4x from both sides  

4 = 2x      Divide both sides by 2 

 x = 2 

Plug x = 2 into the original arguments to make sure you are not taking the log of a negative 

number  

 x = 2 is NOT valid because ((4*2) - 20) is negative 

 x = 2 is an extraneous solution 

 

Let’s do another one that includes a coefficient in front of the logarithm: 

Suppose  log(x + 6) = 2log7 We don’t want any coefficients, so move it 

into an exponent 

log(x + 6) = log 72    Ignore the logs using the Equality Property 

x + 6 = 49     Solve for x by subtracting 6 from both sides 

x =43     

Plug x = 43 into the original arguments to make sure you are not taking the log of a negative 

number 

x = 43 is valid because (43 + 6) is positive 
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Let’s do some more examples: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

How to Solve  
when both sides of the equation have one logarithm with the same base 

 

- If either logarithm has a coefficient, make the coefficient an exponent. 

- Ignore the logs on both sides 

- Solve for x 

- Plug x back into the original equation to make sure you are not taking 

the log of a negative number! 

5.6.3 Examples of solving equations when both sides of the equation 

have one logarithm with the same base. 

For each of the following, solve for x. 

(a)  log6(12x – 3) = log6(10x + 8) 

(b)  log7(x2 - 4x) = log7(-x + 10) 

(c)  4logr(2) = logr(3x+7) 

5.6.3.a  Solution to (a) log6(12x – 3) = log6(10x + 8) 

There is only one logarithmic expression on each side, so we can check 

to make sure both sides have the same base and then use the Equality 

Property. 

log6(12x – 3) = log6(10x + 8) Both logarithms have the same base, 

so we can use the Equality Property 

to set the arguments equal to each 

other. 

12x −  3 =  10x +  8 We can subtract 10x from both sides 

2x − 3 =  8 We can add 3 to both sides 

2𝑥 =  11   We can divide both sides by 2 

x =  5.5   ❖ 

We are not quite done!  Logarithmic functions have a restricted domain.  

The argument must be greater than zero.  To make sure our solution is 

not extraneous, we must plug it into each argument to make sure our 

arguments are positive. 

 12(5.5) – 3 = 63  ✓ 

 10(5.5) + 8 = 63  ✓ 

Our solution is not extraneous. 
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  5.6.3.b  Solution to (b) log7(x2 - 4x) = log7(-x + 10) 

There is only one logarithmic expression on each side, so we can check 

to make sure both sides have the same base and then use the Equality 

Property. 

log7(x2 - 4x) = log7(-x + 10) Both logarithms have the same base, 

so we can use the Equality Property 

to set the arguments equal to each 

other. 

x2  −  4x =  −x +  10 This is quadratic (the x is 

squared) so we want to set the 

equation equal to zero.  We can add 

x to both sides 

x2  −  3x =  10 We can subtract 10 from both sides 

x2  −  3x −  10 =  0 We can factor.  You can also use 

the quadratic formula or even 

complete the square, but in this 

case, factoring is most efficient. 

(x −  5)(x +  2)  =  0 We can use the Zero Property of 

multiplication to set each factor 

equal to zero.   

x −  5 =  0 Add 5 to both sides 

x =  5   ❖ 

x + 2 =  0 Subtract 2 from both sides 

x =  −2   ❖ 

 

We are not quite done!  Logarithmic functions have a restricted domain.  

The argument must be greater than zero.  To make sure our solutions are 

not extraneous, we must plug both into each argument to make sure our 

arguments are positive. 

 52 – 4(5) = 5  ✓    (-2)2 – 4(-2) = 12  ✓ 

 -5 + 10 = 5  ✓    -(-2) + 10 = 12  ✓ 

Our solution of 5 is not extraneous. Our solution of 2 is not 

extraneous 

**Notice, it is okay if we get a negative solution for x as long as the 

arguments of the logarithms are positive! 
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In the last set of equations, there is more than one log on one or both sides of the equation.  This 

will require us to condense the logs using the Product and / or Quotient Properties.  After both 

sides are condensed, we will have one log on each side, and we will be able to use the Equality 

Property.      

Suppose log23 + log2 x = log25 + log2(x-2) Use the Product Property to combine logs 

on each side 

 

log2(3*x) = log2(5*(x-2))   Distribute the 5 on the right 

log2(3x) = log2(5x - 10)   Ignore the logs using the Equality Property 

3x = 5x-10     Solve for x by subtracting 5x from both sides  

5.6.3.c  Solution to (c) 4logr(2) = logr(3x+7) 

There is only one logarithmic expression on each side, so we can check 

to make sure both sides have the same base and then use the Equality 

Property. 

4logr(2) = logr(3x+7) The Equality Property only works if 

there are no coefficients.  We must 

first move the coefficient of 4 

into the exponent using the Power 

Property 

logr(24) = logr(3x+7) Both logarithms have the same base, 

so we can use the Equality Property 

to set the arguments equal to each 

other. 

24  =  3x +  7 We can evaluate 24 

16 =  3x +  7 We can subtract 7 from both sides 

9 =  3x We can divide both sides by 3 

x =  3   ❖ 

 

We are not quite done!  Logarithmic functions have a restricted domain.  

The argument must be greater than zero.  To make sure our solutions are 

not extraneous, we must plug both into each argument to make sure our 

arguments are positive. 

We don’t need to plug into the argument on the left because there 

is no x. 

 3(3) + 7 = 16  ✓     

Our solution of 3 is not extraneous.  
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-2x = -10     Divide both sides by -2 

x = 5            

Plug x = 5 into all the original arguments to make sure you are not taking the log of a negative 

number or zero.  We are checking to see if the solution is extraneous. 

x = 5 is valid because (5 – 2) is positive 

 

In this next example, we only need to condense on one side of the equation. 

Suppose log2x + log2(x - 2) = 3 Use the Product Property to combine logs 

on each side 

log2(x(x-2)) = 3  We have a log on one side and a number on  

 the other, so we can convert to exponential  

form 

(x(x - 2)) = 23     Calculate 23 

x2 – 2x = 8 

Let’s pause for a moment… 

Note, we did not have to convert to expoenential form.  Instead, we could have multiplied the 

right side by log22.  We are choosing base 2 because the log on the other side has a base of 2, and 

log22 = 1, so we have not chnaged the value of the right side (which is why we don’t also have to 

do the same thing to the left side).  If we did this, we would get 

 log2(x(x-2)) = 3 log22 

We would then have to bring the 3 out from the coefficient and into the exponent using the 

Power Property, giving us: 

 log2(x(x-2)) = log22
3 

At this point, we can use the Equality Property and set the arguments equal to each other. 

(x(x - 2)) = 23 

Since 23 = 8, we can say, 

x2 – 2x = 8 

Now we can continue from where we left off … 

x2 – 2x = 8     This is quadratic, so set it equal to 0 

x2 - 2x - 8 = 0     Factor 
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(x – 4)(x + 2) = 0   Use the Zero Property, and set each factor  

  equal to 0 

x – 4 = 0 and x + 2 = 0   Solve for x 

x = 4 or x = -2     

Plug x = 4 & x = -2 into the original arguments to make sure you are not taking the log of a 

negative number  

log x is not defined for a negative number, so we reject the negative 2 as an extraneous 

solution 

*Remember it is not because x is negative, but because when we plug in x we get something that 

is negative 

x = 4 is valid because (4 – 2)  is positive 

 

In this example, once again, we have to condense the logs on one side of the equation. 

Suppose 𝐥𝐨𝐠(𝒙 − 𝟐) + 𝐥𝐨𝐠(𝒙 − 𝟑) = 𝐥𝐨𝐠(𝒙𝟐 − 𝒙)  

Use the Product rule to combine 

logs on each side 

𝐥𝐨𝐠((𝒙 − 𝟐)(𝒙 − 𝟑)) = 𝐥𝐨𝐠(𝒙𝟐 − 𝒙) Ignore the logs using the Equality 

Property 

(𝒙 − 𝟐)(𝒙 − 𝟑) = 𝒙𝟐 − 𝒙   Multiply (x-2) and (x-3) 

𝒙𝟐 − 𝟓𝒙 + 𝟔 = 𝒙𝟐 − 𝒙 Solve for x by first subtracting x2 

from both sides 

−𝟓𝒙 + 𝟔 = −𝒙    Add 5x to both sides 

𝟒𝒙 = 𝟔     Divide both sides by 4 to solve for x 

𝒙 =
𝟑

𝟐
       

Plug x = 4 & x = -2 into the original arguments to make sure you are not taking the log of a 

negative number  

This is NOT a valid solution because (3/2 – 2) is negative.  We have an extraneous 

solution. 
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Let’s look at some more examples: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

How to Solve  
when there is more than one log on each side 

 

- Use logbM + logbN = logbMN to combine logs on each side so 

we have one on each side 
- If there is a log on each side of the equation: Ignore the 

logs on each side because they have the same base 

- If there is a log on one side and a number on the other: put in 

exponential form 

- Solve for x 

- Plug x back in to make sure you are not taking the log of a 

negative number. 
5.6.4 Examples of solving equations when one or both sides of the 

equation have more than one logarithm with the same base. 

For each of the following, solve for x. 

(a)  log2x + log2(x – 5) = log2(-x - 3) 

(b)  log3x + log3(x + 6) = 3  

(c)  log4(x - 4) + log4(x - 4) = 2 

5.6.4.a  Solution to (a) log2x + log2(x – 5) = log2(-x - 3) 

There is more than one logarithm on one side of the equation.  This 

means we must condense the logs first, and then we can use the Equality 

Property. 

log2x + log2(x – 5) = log2(-x - 3) We can use the Product Property to 

condense the logs on the left. 

log2(x(x – 5)) = log2(-x - 3) Let’s multiply what is inside the 

parentheses on the left so we can 

eliminate a set of parentheses. 

log2(x2 – 5x) = log2(-x - 3) We can use the Equality Property to 

set the arguments equal to each 

other 

x2  −  5x =  −x −  3 This is quadratic (the x is 

squared) so we want to set the 

equation equal to zero.  We can add 

x to both sides 

x2  −  4x =  −3 We can add 3 to both sides 
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x2  −  4x +  3 =  0 We can factor.  You can also use 

the quadratic formula or even 

complete the square, but in this 

case, factoring is most efficient. 

(x −  3)(𝑥 −  1)  =  0 We can use the Zero Property of 

multiplication to set each factor 

equal to zero.   

x −  3 =  0 Add 3 to both sides 

x =  3   ❖ Extraneous 

𝑥 − 1 =  0 Add 1 to both sides 

x =  1   ❖ Extraneous 

 

We are not quite done!  Logarithmic functions have a restricted domain.  

The argument must be greater than zero.  To make sure our solutions are 

not extraneous, we must plug both into each of the arguments in the 

original equation to make sure our arguments are positive. 

 3  ✓      1  ✓ 

 3 - 5 = -2      1 - 5 = -4   

 -3 – 3 = -6      -1 – 3 = -4   

Our solution of 3 is extraneous. Our solution of 1 is 

extraneous 

**Notice, both our solutions are extraneous even though they are 

positive.  Also, for the solution to be extraneous it only needs to 

make one argument negative.  This means we did not have to plug into 

all 3 arguments.  Once we saw that one of the arguments was negative, 

we could stop plugging in. 

5.6.4.b  Solution to (b) log3x + log3(x + 6) = 3 

There is more than one logarithm on one side of the equation.  This 

means we must condense the logs first. 

log3x + log3(x + 6) = 3 We can use the Product Property to 

condense the logs on the left. 

log3(x(x + 6)) = 3 Let’s multiply what is inside the 

parentheses on the left so we can 

eliminate a set of parentheses. 

log3(x2 + 6x) = 3 We have two options here: 

 1) Put the logarithm in exponential 

form (base=3, exponent=3, 

answer=x2+6x)  

 2)  Multiply the right side by log33 

= 1.  This allows us to use the 

Equality Property but does not 

change the value of the right side 

because 3*1 is still equal to 3. 
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Option 1: 

𝑥2 + 6𝑥 =  33    We can evaluate 33  

 𝑥2 + 6𝑥 =  27 

Option 2: 

log3(x2 + 6x) = 3*log33 The Equality Property only works if 

there are no coefficients.  We must 

first move the coefficient of 3 

into the exponent using the Power 

Property 

log3(x2 + 6x) = log333 We can evaluate 33 

log3(x2 + 6x) = log327 We can use the Equality Property to 

set the arguments equal to each 

other 

𝑥2 + 6𝑥 =  27 This is quadratic (the x is 

squared) so we want to set the 

equation equal to zero.  We can 

subtract 27 from both sides 

x2  + 6x  −  27 =  0 We can factor.  You can also use 

the quadratic formula or even 

complete the square, but in this 

case, factoring is most efficient. 

(x +  9)(𝑥 −  3)  =  0 We can use the Zero Property of 

multiplication to set each factor 

equal to zero.   

x +  9 =  0 Subtract 9 from both sides 

x =  −9   ❖ Extraneous 

𝑥 − 3 =  0 Add 3 to both sides 

x =  3   ❖ 

 

We are not quite done!  Logarithmic functions have a restricted domain.  

The argument must be greater than zero.  To make sure our solutions are 

not extraneous, we must plug both into each of the arguments in the 

original equation to make sure our arguments are positive. 

 -9        3  ✓ 

 -9 + 6 = -3      3 + 6 = 9  ✓ 

Our solution of -9 is extraneous. Our solution of 3 is not 

extraneous 

**Notice, the -9 is extraneous because it makes the arguments negative 

not because it has a negative value. 
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5.6.4.c  Solution to (c) log4(x - 4) + log4(x - 4) = 2 

There is more than one logarithm on one side of the equation.  This 

means we must condense the logs first. 

log4(x - 4) + log4(x - 4) = 2 We can use the Product Property to 

condense the logs on the left. 

log4((x-4)(x-4)) = 2 Let’s multiply what is inside the 

parentheses on the left so we can 

eliminate a set of parentheses. 

log4(x2 – 8x + 16) = 2 We have two options here: 

 1) Put the logarithm in exponential 

form (base=4, exponent=2, answer=x2-

8x+16) 

 2)  Multiply the right side by log44 

= 1.  This allows us to use the 

Equality Property but does not 

change the value of the right side 

because 2*1 is still equal to 2. 

Option 1: 

x2 − 8x +  16 =  42   We can evaluate 42  

 x2 − 8x +  16 =  16 

Option 2: 

log4(x2 – 8x + 16) = 2*log44 The Equality Property only works if 

there are no coefficients.  We must 

first move the coefficient of 2 

into the exponent using the Power 

Property 

log4(x2 – 8x + 16) = log442 We can evaluate 42 

log4(x2 – 8x + 16) = log416 We can use the Equality Property to 

set the arguments equal to each 

other 

x2  −  8x +  16 =  16 This is quadratic (the x is 

squared) so we want to set the 

equation equal to zero.  We can 

subtract 16 from both sides 

𝑥2  − 8𝑥 =  0 We can factor.  You can also use 

the quadratic formula or even 

complete the square, but in this 

case, factoring is most efficient. 

x(𝑥 −  8)  =  0 We can use the Zero Property of 

multiplication to set each factor 

equal to zero.   

x =  0  ❖ Extraneous 
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𝑥 − 8 =  0 Add 8 to both sides 

x = 8   ❖ 

 

We are not quite done!  Logarithmic functions have a restricted domain.  

The argument must be greater than zero.  To make sure our solutions are 

not extraneous, we must plug both into each of the arguments in the 

original equation to make sure our arguments are positive. 

 0 – 4 = -4      8 – 4 = 4  ✓ 

Our solution of 0 is extraneous. Our solution of 8 is not 

extraneous 

**Notice, the 0 is extraneous because it makes the arguments negative 

not because it has a value of zero itself. 

 


